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Abstract 
 
The Social Behavior of the American Black Bear (Ursus americanus) 
Benjamin Kilham 
 
 
 
Black bears are generally described as a solitary species, that is, the primary 
contact they have with their own species is between sows and cubs and with mates during 
the breeding season.  My data contradict the idea that bears are solitary and suggest that 
black bears have a well-developed social behavior that has developed such that they can 
access a high quality food supply. Female home ranges are evenly distributed on the 
landscape, but food is generally available in patches unevenly distributed on the 
landscape. I describe matri-linear hierarchies among female relatives and reciprocal 
altruism as a possible explanation for the reciprocity and cooperation that I have observed 
between related and unrelated females that provide access to food.  I also describe the 
complex communication systems that have evolved between bears that allow them to 
manage this form of social behavior. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 Bears are considered solitary except for their relationships with their cubs, their 
mates and when they congregate to feed (Stonorov and Stokes, 1972, Pruitt, 1974, 
Rogers, 1987).   Bears have been studied in captive situations and in areas where there is 
concentrated feeding, like salmon rivers (Stonorov and Stokes, 1972) and garbage dumps 
(Herrero, 1983).  Bear vocal communications, body language and marking behavior have 
been described numerous times, but not as they might have evolved to manage a complex 
social system.  In my dissertation I describe the black bear’s social system and key 
aspects of its behavior that allows it to manage that system.  I present my findings in the 
framework of reciprocal altruism as defined by Trivers (1971) regarding social 
cooperation in accessing food between related and unrelated females.  I also present and 
discuss my data regarding matri-linear hierarchies between female relatives considering 
related literature on the subject. 
 
Methods 
 In the first phase of my research I rehabilitated young black bear cubs (n=7) that 
came to me at age 7 to 12 weeks old and had no experience outside the den with their 
natural mother.  The cubs were bottle fed and naturally bonded to me.  With an interest in 
giving the cubs an opportunity to learn in their natural environment and having an 
opportunity to learn about their behavior, I walked them as a surrogate mother in the 
forest.  I documented their first reactions to their natural environment, their olfactory 
behavior, ontogeny, vocalizations, marking behavior, foraging behavior, interactions with 
other animals and interactions with bears. 
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 In the second phase of my research I followed two female bears into adulthood by 
going in on telemetry signals and spending time traveling with them documenting real 
life situations including scent marking, social interactions with other bears, cub raising, 
foraging, mating, denning, territorial behavior and food sharing.  I documented my 
observations with field notes, photographs and video.  Both of these female bears were 
placed in populations of unrelated females bears so I knew the relatedness of the bears I 
placed and their offspring to the native population. 
 In the third phase of the study I collected DNA with hair snares, trapping and 
from cubs in the winter dens and had them tested for pedigree at the University of New 
Hampshire Genome Laboratory.   
 In the fourth phase of my study I fitted 10 female bears, who were related to the 
surviving female that I had released and the neighboring unrelated females, with GPS 
collars and collected data on their home ranges, movements and behavior since 2008. 
 In the fifth phase of my study area I established a provisionary site to observe 
bears sharing resources.  The site was set up in the core home range of the surviving 
female that I had rehabilitated and released into the wild in 1997.  I documented social 
interactions with field notes, photography and video.  I made daily observations in the 
evenings beginning in 2007 from early April through November.  More than 1,000 social 
interactions document behavior including cub weaning, matri-linear hierarchy between 
female relatives, interactions with unrelated females and interactions with males. 
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Chapters 
 
2 - Communication and Social Signaling in American Black Bears 
 I review the literature on communication in black bears and add to it from my 
extensive observations.  One of the aspects of black bear communication lacking in the 
literature is the importance of context in understanding meaning of marks and 
vocalizations. I pose communication in the framework of the type of social behaviors that 
my data suggest.  I develop ethograms to describe the range of communication observed.  
Olfactory marking and reception are described in detail and are presented within the 
context of bear social behavior that relies upon transparency and intentional marking.  
Other forms of communication are described involving emotion and intention. The results 
for this chapter are presented as photographs, videos, descriptions and tables. The 
discussion compares these results to those of other authors and provides meaning and 
context to bear communication. 
 
3- Matri-linear Hierarchies in American Black Bears 
 I observed matri-linear hierarchies between related female bears.  The dominant 
female and matriarch, Squirty (SQ), used a number of dominance reinforcing actions, 
including long and short chases, treeing and taking food from her female relatives below 
her in the hierarchy such that she maintained her position.  The number two female in 
rank did the same with the female relatives below her, and so forth down the hierarchy.  
Everyone chased the low rank females.  Rank determined quality home ranges for cub 
rearing, access to high quality foods in lower ranking female home ranges in marginal 
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food years, and extended the time of primiparity (Stoen et al., 2005) in low ranking 
females. I present data in the form of descriptions and tables (for example Table 2.1). A 
figure is used to show the relationships between the bears. 
 
4- Reciprocal Altruism in the American Black Bear 
 Female home ranges are as close to territories as we will find in the black bear’s 
world; they are evenly distributed on the landscape (Figure 4.4).  Males do not seem to 
have restricted home ranges. They wander over great distances. Bears eat the highest 
quality foods available, such as nuts berries and insects.  These foods are generally 
available in patches or stands that are unevenly distributed spatially.  They are affected 
by seasonal and annual variation in production and subject to frost, droughts and wet 
weather patterns that lead to huge surpluses or severe shortages.  At any given time one 
female bear may have a surplus of food in her home range and her immediate neighbor 
could have nothing.  In the following year the neighbor could have the surplus and the 
first bear nothing.  Over time this has led to a system of sharing, reciprocity or social 
exchange.   
 Robert Trivers (1971) description of reciprocal altruism explains cooperation 
between unrelated individuals. This concept is used to model black bear behavior.  I 
discuss what reciprocal altruism is and compare it to other theories of the evolution of 
cooperation including kin-selection (Hamilton, 1964) and mutualism (West et al., 2007) 
as alternate possibilities explaining black bear social behavior. 
 My data suggest that black bears are altruistic, they help each other in time of 
need, they form friendships and alliances with unrelated individuals, they share food, 
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they are more aggressive with related females than with unrelated females suggesting that 
unrelated females are cooperators. Data will be presented with descriptions, figures and 
tables. At any given time one female bear may have a surplus of food in her home range 
and her immediate neighbor could have nothing (Table 4.3).  In the following year the 
neighbor could have the surplus and the first bear nothing.  The discussion will provide 
meaning and context to the results. 
 
Conclusion 
 This study provided detailed information on the social behavior of black bears and 
demonstrated the value of careful observational studies of animals under natural 
conditions. Much of what we think we know about animal behavior comes from studies 
under unnatural conditions in the laboratory where investigators attempt to control all but 
a few variables. Carefully observing animals in the field in their natural habitat allows 
those animals to express their behavior within the context of their normal biology. The 
result is a more accurate view of how those animals actually function and the complexity 
of their social networks. 
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Chapter 2: Communication and Social Signaling in American Black Bears (Ursus 
americanus) 
 
Introduction 
 
 The understanding of the social system of bears and the corresponding 
communication that supports that social system has developed slowly in the literature.  
Based on their solitary habits, Lorenz (1953), Krott (1961) and Ewer (1968) suggested 
that bears did not have consistent social communication.  While considered solitary, 
Rausch (1961) and Jonkel (1967) recognized that bears were social during the breeding 
season and that females with cubs were a social unit Jonkel (1967). Stonorov and Stokes 
(1972) documented social behavior and communication at concentrated food sources. 
Pruitt (1976) recognized that when bears were social, communication should be frequent 
and necessary. She documented communication of play and aggression and Jordon 
(1976) documented threat behavior and communication in a single pair of captive bears. 
Stonorov and Stokes (1972) and Egbert and Stokes (1976) documented social behavior 
and communication of brown bears (Ursus arctos) at salmon rivers.  Herrero (1983) 
documented social behavior and communication of black bears at a garbage dump. 
Stringham (2009) presented ethograms of body language and motivations of brown bears. 
All of these observations support the hypothesis that bears have a complex system of 
communication. 
 I have observed two distinct types of communication in black bears. One is 
visceral and appears to be an automatic response of the central nervous system including 
facial expression, ear movements, some forms of body language, intensity of 
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vocalizations and various moans. The other appears deliberate, including mechanically 
generated sounds and actions that can be used to deceive or bluff, such as chomping of 
teeth, huffing, swatting, false charging, and various vocalizations.  If one considers 
human language, it has both of these components; it is basically an emotional utterance 
with mechanically generated sounds produced by our lips, teeth, tongue and larynx. We 
can lie or deceive with our words, but rely on emotional communication (facial 
expression, body language and emotional inflection on words) to determine the truth 
(Frank and Eckman, 1997, ten Brinke, 2014).  
 There is controversy in the literature as to whether non-human animals are 
capable of intentional communication. It is argued that lacking higher order cognition 
like self-consciousness and theory of mind (ToM) they are unable to communicate with 
intention (Hauser, 1991). By definition ToM is the ability to attribute mental states — 
beliefs, intents, desires, pretending, knowledge, etc. — to oneself and others and to 
understand that others have beliefs, desires, intentions, and perspectives that are different 
from one's own. The ToM phrase was coined by Permack and Woodruff (1978) and 
others use synonyms such as mind-reading (Whiten, 1991), mentalizing (Moron, Frith 
and Leslie, 1991), folk psychology (Wellman, 1990) and intentional stance (Dennett, 
1987) for this condition. Simon Baron-Cohen (1999) lists eight behaviors that depend on 
ToM: intentionally communicating with others, repairing failed communication with 
others, teaching others, intentionally residing with others, intentionally deceiving others, 
building shared plans and goals, intentionally sharing a focus or topic of focus and 
pretending. I have observed examples of black bears exhibiting many of these behaviors. 
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 Recent studies have reported that bears have matri-linear assemblages (Stoen et 
al., 2005), matri-linear hierarchies (this dissertation, Chapter 3), reciprocal relationships 
with unrelated individuals with related and unrelated individuals (this dissertation, 
Chapter 4). This implies that bears should have a complex system of communication.  
 There is very little in the literature about cognition of the American black bear 
despite their large brain size (Gittleman, 1986) their complex foraging challenges (Roger, 
1987; Noyce, 2011; Noyce, 2014) and complex social behavior (Kilham, 2013). The 
work that has been done has been on captive animals. Vonk (2012) in a study about 
quantitative estimation states that pattern performance is similar to what occurs in 
monkeys and suggests that bears may show other sophisticated quantitative abilities. In 
another study Vonk (2012) reports that black bears showed similar level of transfers 
when tested for concept formation at concrete, intermediate and abstract levels as do the 
three great ape species. In both studies, Vonk was unaware of the social complexities of 
the American black bear (dissertation Chapters 3 and 4 ) and found it unusual that a 
solitary species would have this level of complex cognition. 
Gallup (1970) introduced the “mark test” as a conclusive test of self-recognition. 
He sedated Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and applied a bright red mark to their 
eyebrow ridge and ear. They showed no interest in the mark until they viewed themselves 
in the mirror, then they touched the mark. Since then several other large brained species 
have passed the “mark test” including orangutans (Pango pygmaeus) (Lethmate and 
Ducker, 1973), bottle-nosed dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) (Reiss and Marino, 2001), 
Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) (Plotnik et al., 2006), and magpies (Pica pica) (Prior 
et al., 2008).  Not all scientists are in agreement with this approach to self-recognition in 
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non-human animals (Heyes, 1994, 1995). Mirror Self-Recognition (MSR) has 
implications of self-awareness and broader cognitive abilities such as theory of mind 
(ToM) (see Gallup,1982, 1985, 1991; Lewis, Sullivan, Stanger and Weiss, 1989; 
Povinelli and Debris, 1992; Povinelli, Nelson, and Boysen, 1990, 1992; Povinelli, Parks, 
and Novak, 1991, 1992). Nielsen and Dissanayake (2004) state that pretending and MSR 
are both precursors to ToM, however there is still debate about whether MSR is linked to 
ToM and self-awareness (Morin, 2011).  
 Here I report that black bears have complex systems of communication including 
olfactory, vocal, and visual communication. I describe the behavioral repertoire of the 
black bear, document the types of olfactory communication and attempt to separate 
emotional from intentional communication including facial expressions, vocalizations, 
intensity of sounds and actions, and mechanically generated sounds and actions.  These 
descriptions document the communication that occurs in the complex society of the black 
bear. I also address some aspects of higher order cognition observed in the American 
black bear including the possibility of MSR. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Study Area 
My study area was roughly 132 km2 of northern hardwood forest comprising of 
red oak (Quercus rubra), beech (Fagus grandifolia), sugar maple (Acer saccharum), red 
maple (Acer rubrum), white ash (Fraxinus americana), white birch (Betula papyrifera) 
and yellow birch (Betula alleghanienses)  with patches of softwoods, red spruce (Picea 
rubens), eastern white pine (Pinus strobus), hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) and balsam fir 
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(Abies balsamea). It was located in west central New Hampshire in the eastern half of 
Lyme and the western half of Dorchester townships. Smarts Mountain, at 987 meters 
above sea level, was the highest peak surrounded by a number of smaller hills and ridges. 
There were four major ponds and numerous wetlands in the study area that provided fruit 
from various shrubs including blueberry (Vaccinium spp.), huckleberry (Vaccinium spp.), 
mountain holly (Hex montana), winterberry (Hex decidua), nannyberry (Viburnum 
lentago) , and dogwood (Cornus spp.).  Logging throughout the area set back succession 
creating openings with raspberry (Rubus spp.), blackberry (Rubus spp.) and the decaying 
wood and sunlight that increased production of ants (Formicidae), wasps (Vespidae) and 
grubs (Coleoptera). 
 
Methods 
 During 22 years of this study I spent approximately 750 hours walking and 
observing each of three litters of black bear cubs or >5,250 bear hours because multiple 
bears were observed.  I did not document the substantial amount of time walking with 
two female bears when they were yearlings through adulthood between 1998 and 2007.  
This was a long-term study beginning in 1993 when I began studying the behavior 
of orphaned black bear cubs. Research animals were the very young cubs that came to me 
with no experience with their natural mother outside the winter den; ages 7-12 weeks. I 
bottle fed the cubs and they were dependent on me.  To give them experience in their 
natural environment and expose them to wild bears I walked them untethered in the forest 
several times a week and documented their behavior (Kilham and Gray, 2002; Kilham, 
2013). Other researchers used similar methods (Fredriksson, 2005).  
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In the second phase of the study I fitted bear SQ and a second bear, Yoda, with 
VHF collars with buckles that could be taken on and off without sedating them (Kilham 
and Gray 2002, Kilham, 2013). Yoda, who was raised from a nine-week old cub, lived 
for five years 11 months in the wild and raised one litter of cubs. I would home in on 
their signals and spend up to five hours at a time with them. I observed social interactions 
with other bears, but I could not always identify them. I would call out as I approached 
the bears when I knew how close I was using the gain on my telemetry receiver.  I would 
give the bears a small food reward as a payment for their time, then walk with them as 
they foraged, scent marked and tracked other bears. Further details are described in 
Kilham and Gray (2002) and Kilham (2013) and are similar to methods used by Rogers 
(1990), DeBryun (1999), Stringham (2002), and Fredriksson (2005). 
The third phase, centered on a provisioning site, which began in 2004 and was 
fully effective by 2007. Here I observed and documented social interaction from 2007 
until 2014. The provisioning site was protected on private property approximately 2 km 
from the nearest road and 1 km from the nearest human residence. I would drive to the 
site in the evening and provide corn (approximately 1.5 kg) that was available to any bear 
that came there. The provisioning site was organized so that I could observe bears from 
my truck. I distributed corn in 5 to 10 different piles, 3-40 m from the truck and 5-60 m 
apart (Figure 2.1- site map). The goal was to get bears to come while I was there to 
observe them, not to make them dependent on the food provided. I distributed the food so 
as to minimize competition. I made observations most evenings from May 1 to mid-
November for periods averaging 1.5 h per evening.  Provisioning areas or other 
concentrated food sources like salmon rivers or garbage dumps have been used for the 
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study of bears (Herrero, 1983, Craighead, 1995), dolphins (Mann and Smuts, 1999) and 
chimpanzees (Goodall, 1986, Wilson and Wrangham, 2003).  
I did mirror self-recognition (MSR) experiments over a twenty year period by 
exposing cubs to mirrors in their enclosures, attracting free roaming wild bears to mirrors 
with food and leaving a four by eight foot mirror out without attractant for wild bears to 
access over an eight year period.  I also used a two by three foot wooden box with a two-
way mirror for filming wild bear reactions. The two-way mirror was placed facing the 
4X8 foot mirror, with food placed between the mirrors exposing wild bears to recursive 
images. I did not do the mark test because I did not want to sedate the bears and interfere 
with their natural behavior. I was able to assess self-recognition by the bears’ behaviors 
in front of the mirrors. 
In order to test the olfactory aspect of self-recognition, I placed a collar removed 
from an unrelated bear in front of the mirror. Observations were made of free ranging 
cubs in our rehabilitation program in response to their own scent and their response to the 
scent of wild bears.   
I tracked 40 wild female bears over the 20-year period with telemetry and GPS 
tracking collars (Telemetry Solutions, Lotek 7000ms and Lotek M). I collected GPS data 
on multiple bears beginning in 2009 until 2015. I trapped the bears using barrel traps 
baited with dry corn in plastic bags.  Animals were sedated using ketamine/xylazine (7.5 
cc ketamine/ 2.5 cc xylazine with dose of 1 cc for 13.6 kg) (Addison and Kolenosky, 
1979, White et al. 1996) mixture with a jab stick. Collar maintenance was done at winter 
dens where the bears were sedated with Telazol administered with a jab stick.  I 
monitored the bears’ body temperatures with a rectal thermometer. Bears were tagged 
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with stainless steel ear tags (National Band and Tag company). All handling of animals 
was done within the guidelines of handling research animals (Gannon 2011) and was 
approved by the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department. I conducted this research 
before I was enrolled as a student in Drexel University so I did not request post hoc 
approval from the Drexel animal care and use committee. 
 
Results 
Between 2007 and 2014 I made 5,170 daily observations of approximately 246 
individual bears.  I recorded 14 types of vocalization (Table 2.1). These ranged from a 
soft chirp to a roar. The chirp was a soft “uh” sound made by the male to his mate or the 
female to her cubs. A “num, num, num” sound was made by a cub when it did not want 
to share food with another cub. A “gulp” was generated in the throat and used with body 
language by females to manage and direct cubs (Supplemental Video 2.1) and by males 
around females during mating season. The other sounds all had their own context.  
There were also non-verbal open mouth behaviors. A yawn occurred when the 
bear was relaxed and tired, and the tongue often extended out and curled. A nervous 
yawn was when the bear lowered its head and dropped the lower jaw to open the mouth 
(Figure 2.1). That occurred in tense situations, such as when another bear approached too 
close and expressed dominance or was a perceived threat. The same could occur with the 
approach of an unknown human. Jawing occurred when two bears faced each other with 
open mouths in close proximity. It could be a solicitation of friendship, to share food, cub 
play-stand up wrestling or a male and female getting acquainted in mating season (Figure 
2.2).  
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Olfactory Behavior 
Olfactory behavior provided information about the environment and other bears. 
It ranged from a slow lick to opening and closing the mouth with air movement (Table 
2.2). In the slow lick the tongue came out and stuck to an object lifting scent with its 
saliva and transferring it back into the mouth to the papilla of the vomeronasal organ in 
the roof of the mouth. The behaviors associated with olfaction, audible sniff, slow lick 
and olfactory huff (Table 2.5) were observed in combination (SLH) n=453. These 
observations were possible while walking cubs because of my close proximity and often 
exaggerated behavior by the cubs. In adult bears, the same behavior takes place, but is 
very subtle and hard to observe. When a bear encountered scent in the air it exhaled air 
from the mouth, closed its mouth and drew the air back into the nostrils where the air 
now contained scent molecules. The aromatic molecules passed over sensory nerves of an 
accessory vomeronasal organ in the roof of the throat (Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4). Other 
behaviors lifted scent from the air or vegetation (Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6) provided 
sensory input. The open mouth grin (Table 2.5) occurred when a male was following an 
estrous female (Supplemental Video 2.2), the male was open and closing its mouth 
expelling moist air from its lungs to pick up airborne scent monitoring the female’s 
condition of estrous.  
Intentional and Unintentional Marking 
Black bears intentionally marked their environment in eight different ways (Table 
2.3). They ranged from a simple chin rub to a stiff-legged walk. A stiff-legged walk 
(SLW) was a visual warning to another bear or a human. It left a symbolic mark in the 
soil that was well recognized by other bears. Between 1993 and 2014 I recorded SLW in 
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my field notes 209 times. I observed SLW with marking with urine n=17, marking with 
scat n=24, marking with both urine and scat n=5, and with walking over sapling WOS 
n=17. While walking cubs, I observed SLW n=307, WOS n=50, marking with urine 
n=268 and marking with scat n=62. Walking over a sapling a bear deposited scent and 
when the sapling popped back up it served as an olfactory antenna. Marking with scat 
was differentiated from defecating as it was done in response to scent, in a specific 
location, like the center of a trail, in conjunction with other behaviors like SLW or for a 
purpose like letting me know that they were nearby. I observed bears reacting to such 
marks. There were other marking techniques that were less common, such as when I 
observed a single bear standing bipedal, reaching up to pull down a branch and rubbing it 
on its chest.  
There was also unintentional marking that occurred because wherever a bear 
traveled it deposited scent on anything that its fur, feet or any part of its body touched. I 
observed other bears following such scent trails that were up to 48 hours old or older. 
These marks made the bear’s movements transparent to other bears. For example, when I 
walked cubs through the forest they would detect scent on any object, by sniffing, licking 
or using an olfactory huff, wherever scent was deposited on any leaf, twig, branch or the 
ground (n =17). On a number of occasions they followed the trail left by another bear. On 
one occasion they found a fresh apple scat left by a wild bear, then followed its trail back 
to the orchard where it had fed (n=6). 
Body Language 
 Black bears communicated with each other with their actions and had at least 13 
types of body language (Table 2.4).  Those included walking toward another bear with 
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eyes on the subject showing dominance to take away food or displace the individual, 
chasing or chasing up tree that established rank or ran off a male, charging and false 
charging. I observed most of these behaviors more than 50 times each (Supplemental 
Video 2.3- chasing cubs up tree, and Supplemental Video 2.4- false charge). 
Emotional Communication 
 Black bears showed a range of emotional communication. Facial expressions 
included aggravation, happiness, and solicitation (Figure 2.7: aggravated face and Figure 
2.8: happy face). Ears pinned back showed aggression and ears cocked forward showed 
focus of intentions. Intensity of vocalizations and actions changed with apparent 
emotional state of the animal. When distressed a bear would often generate an undulating 
moan, such as when a cub was treed during weaning.  
Context 
Black bear communication had a contextual meaning. If I observed a mark in the 
forest, such as a bite mark on a tree, I did not know its context. However, if I saw a bear 
marking, then the meaning was much clearer. The bear itself acted as if it had a clear 
understanding of what its mark would mean to other bears. For example, I observed bear 
SQ2, a female, with a male during mating season (2011). The next day I observed her 
following the male’s transparent scent. She sniffed, licked and huffed to detect his scent 
where he did a full back rub on a tree, and she turned and did a full back rub over his 
mark. Then she continued to detect his scent on the ground, did a stiff legged walk 
disrupting the soil under her feet and deposited small amounts of urine identifying 
herself. The she walked over a sapling depositing scent from her underbelly, the sapling 
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popped up acting as an olfactory antenna. The next day I observed them together again 
(Supplemental Video 2.5- SQ2).  
A false charge was a common behavior but it had different contexts. I often 
observed false charges that signaled different meanings. Some delayed confrontation 
until communication took place. For example, when I approached an unknown bear with 
cubs she false charged me, circled me examining my back trail and then returned to her 
cubs. By remaining still and speaking softly I was able to communicate a lack of threat 
and observe the group for two hours without further confrontation. Bears false charged 
approaching thunderstorms, in response to an airborne scent of an approaching bear, as a 
request for more food, as a warning of being too close, and as a request to leave during an 
interaction (Supplemental Video 2.4). There was a wide range of intensity to false 
charges from a simple bow to a highly aggressive charge. 
Mirror Self-Recognition Observations and Experiments. 
 Black bears passed all four levels of the MSR test developed by Gallup. Those 
levels were social response, physical mirror inspection, repetitive mirror-testing behavior, 
and self-directed behavior. I did not apply a mark to the bears to avoid sedating them and 
disrupting their natural behavior. Black bears are olfactory oriented animals and would 
lick the mirror or use an olfactory huff (Table 2.5) to determine whether the bear in the 
mirror was a stranger or not. I conducted 6 variations of mirror tests. Many of the bears 
observed were free ranging wild bears. Bears would lick the mirror determining that no 
stranger was present then proceed to look behind the mirror, mime to their reflection, and 
open their mouths against the mirror. Wild females would bring their cubs to the mirror 
and sit or sleep in front of the mirror while cubs explored their images in the mirror 
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(Figure 2.9). When I placed a collar removed from a bear that was a stranger in front of 
the mirror, one cub sniffed and licked the collar, identifying it as belonging to a stranger, 
then she looked up at the mirror and saw an image of a bear which caused her to run and 
tree.  
 In another test I placed a two-year old rehabilitated male in an enclosure with a 
mirror and fed him beaked hazelnuts (Corylus cornuta), which have a spiny husk. After 
eating the nuts, while looking in the mirror he picked up a husk with his lips, held it about 
a foot off the ground and dropped it. He repeated this 5 times while looking in the mirror.  
A female yearling back rubbed on a post while watching her image in the mirror. In 2015 
a wild female and her mate spent time in front of the mirror (Supplemental Video 2.6). 
They were in front of the mirror at the same time while watching their images, standing 
against the mirror, sitting and placing paws on the mirror, licking their image in the 
mirror and showing no signs of aggression. This indicated that they did not interpret the 
mirror images as strange bears. In other examples, two wild yearling cubs played and 
watched themselves in the mirror (Supplemental Video 2.6), and another cub pulled on a 
piece of wood while watching his image. Bears also used the mirror to see objects not 
visible to them (Figure 2.10). 
Intentional Communication 
 Black bears demonstrated several times the ability to intentionally communicate 
with me or other bears. For example, in March of 2002 I visited Yoda at her winter den; 
she approached me and tried to take my gloves. I thought she was just interested in them 
as novel objects for her cubs to play with. I took them away. Not communicating with me 
what she really wanted, she crossed ten feet of snow and started raking the few available 
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beech leaves toward the den. Only after acting out or pantomiming what she wanted did I 
realize that it was bedding that she needed. I looked in the den, and saw that snow had 
blown in and the cubs were sitting on a bed of ice. I gave her my fleece jacket and 
returned the next day with a half bale of hay, which she promptly pulled into the den. 
Deception 
In 1998 bear SQ brought her cubs to me in the forest for the first time when they 
were 5 months old. They looked at me and panicked, running and treeing up the nearest 
tree. They continued to show their fear by chomping and making the undulating moan in 
the treetop.  From that point on, SQ regarded me as a threat to her cubs.  When I would 
walk in on her telemetry signal to see her, she would sit at the base of a tree and look up 
as she normally did indicating her cubs were up that treetop. There would be no cubs up 
that tree and after visually searching I would spot the cubs up a tree several hundred feet 
away.  
 A rehabilitation cub, LB, on two occasions tried to deceive me into believing he 
was asleep. On both occasions there was an unrelated wild bear that he was with or 
appeared to want to be with. On both occasions I had to leave because of impending 
darkness or other obligations.  Because I had raised him, LB apparently felt obligated to 
follow me, but it was obvious to me that he wanted to stay. I left because I had to; in 
response he ran ahead of me and collapsed, pretending to be asleep. On prior walks, when 
he and his sister LG took naps, I would get comfortable and wait for them. So LB 
appeared to be trying to deceive me into staying with him. 
When SQ was a sub-adult I would approach her using her telemetry signal and 
call out to her when I was in range. She would appear and walk directly toward me, a 
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form of body language that was aggressive (Table 2.4). She would modify her action with 
an appeasement vocalization (a repetitive “Mm, Mm, Mm”) (Table 2.1) indicating that 
she was not aggressive. On another occasion, she deceived me with the same modifier. I 
had broken one of SQ’s rules (this dissertation Chapter 3), not to interfere with her social 
interactions. SQ was having an aggressive interaction with an unknown bear up a large 
white pine tree. The encounter was loud and out of sight and I wanted to see and film 
what was taking place. On my approach I broke a large stick, causing the unknown bear 
to bail out of the tree and run off. SQ came down and followed the other bear’s scent a 
short distance, then returned to me. She approached me directly making the soft “Mm, 
Mm, Mm” of a friendly approach. When she got to me she stood bipedal and greeted me 
nose-to-nose, which is how bears greet each other, then she pinned her ears back and bit 
me on the upper arm leaving a bruise. She then dropped to her feet and followed me 
around making the moan of reconciliation, which is similar to the appeasement 
vocalization, but in a different context, making up to me for punishing me. In this case, 
she had deceived me on her approach, disguising her intentions.  
Teaching 
Black bears taught other bears to respond to their scent by punishing them, such 
as chasing a bear up a tree, and then marking the area with scent. In that way the 
subordinate bear learned that the scent was a signal of dominance. The information from 
vocal, olfactory and physical marking behavior was used with teaching to establish the 
meaning of the signals.  
Female black bears taught their cubs how to follow their instructions (the mix of 
Gulp, Chirp vocalizations (Table 2.1) and body language (Table 2.8)). In Supplemental 
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Video 2.3, a female black bear coaches naïve cubs that they need to respond to her 
vocalizations and body language of impending danger that she perceives. In another 
situation, I observed SQ false charging (Table 2.8) her young cubs when they attempted 
to follow her without her giving the appropriate signals. 
Pretending 
 In 1997 we (the Kilham Black Bear Rehabilitation Center) had a single male cub; 
we gave him a stuffed teddy bear for company, which he took with him everywhere. In 
early summer we let him out and cared for him loose in the wild. He took his teddy bear 
with him to all his favorite play areas. He also had imaginary toys; a piece of log with 
which he would practice mating and a pine sapling that served as a sibling in stand up 
wrestling (Figure 2.11), a type of silent social play used to engage friends in the wild 
(Figure 2.12). 
 
Discussion 
 The literature provides many examples of black bear communications (Table 2.2) 
that have largely been descriptions of communication. In this paper I provide more 
examples with descriptions, pictures, video and audio of communication including: vocal, 
olfactory, body language, symbolic, pantomime, ear, eye, mouth and facial expressions. I 
am arguing that black bears communicate with both emotion and intention and that this 
form of complex communication is the result of complex social behavior (Dissertation 
Chapters 3 and 4), which includes reciprocal altruism and mutualism between related and 
unrelated bears. I suggest that a possible reason that intentional communication evolved 
in bears and humans is that both species cooperate and communicate with strangers on a 
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regular basis. Strangers are more dangerous to communicate with: “With the rise of 
chiefdoms around 7,500 years ago, people had to learn, for the first time in history, how 
to encounter strangers regularly without attempting to kill them.” (p. 273 in Diamond 
1999). 
 To establish the possibility that bears have the higher cognitive abilities, self-
consciousness and ToM, that would allow for intentional communication, I have 
presented qualitative data on MSR, symbolic communication, repairing failed 
communication, pretending, teaching others, intentional deception and shared attention. 
Each of these areas of study with the American black bear and other species of bears 
(Ursus) could benefit from much more attention by the scientific community, but to date, 
that hasn’t happened. Some of the examples I have presented are anecdotal and conform 
to standards of anecdotal use as defined by Bates and Byrne (2007).  They refer to several 
conditions for the use of anecdotes: Observers be experienced with the species (I have 23 
years of experience observing American black bears.), using records as they were 
originally recorded (I have 23 years of field notes backed up with photographs and 
video.) and multiple independent records of the same phenomenon (when possible I have 
included more than one example). I would add that my observations have been of wild 
black bears in natural conditions and in most cases I have many observations of most 
behaviors and their many variations. I have made enough observations over 23 years to 
form a behavioral mental model of black bear behavior. I see behavior as a system of 
interrelated parts, and as a result, my understanding of behavior strengthens with every 
observation. Even a single observation can play an important role.   
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 The gulping vocalization and related actions that female bears use to manage their 
cubs appear to have some of the core properties of syntax: discreteness and openness 
(Hockett and Altmann, 1968). Discreteness means that the components of syntax are 
separate and distinct, they don’t blend. Openness means "New linguistic messages are 
coined freely and easily, and, in context, usually understood” (P. 63 in Hockett and 
Altmann, 1968). McNeill (1970) brought in the concept of a combining system where 
each new combination had a different meaning.  Female black bears use different 
combinations of vocalizations, body language, intensity of vocalizations and sometimes-
physical manipulation to manage their cubs. “Gulping” while walking towards a tree 
would get her cubs to climb a tree. The “Gulping” vocalization would rally the cubs, 
walking towards the tree would show her intent. If there was imminent danger, the 
intensity of the “Gulps” would increase and her actions would reflect her concern. 
Context would enter into the equation, for example if a male bear were nearby, the 
female would know the danger, but would have to communicate it to her cubs. The cubs 
learn from these situations and begin to respond to threats by themselves.  
 When a female wants her cubs to come down from a tree, she stands at the base of 
the tree looking up at her cubs while making the “Gulp” vocalization. The “Gulp” gets 
their attention and her position or body language communicates her intention to have 
them come down. When she wants them to follow her she “Gulps” while walking away.  
In each case, the vocalization gets the cubs attention, and different body actions and 
intensities communicate different messages to the cubs. Female bears actively teach their 
cubs how to respond. For example in May of 1999 I observed SQ turning and false-
charging her cubs, sending them back up the tree when they attempted to follow her and 
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me away from the tree. Active teaching may have some form of intentionality (Hoppit et 
al., 2008), others think there is a separation between human teaching which is regarded as 
intentional and non-human teaching which they argue is functional, not requiring higher 
cognitive states (Caro and Hauser, 1992). When I raised cubs, I tried using the gulp 
vocalization to manage the cubs I raised with very little effect. They did not instinctively 
respond to my attempts. 
 The examples I gave in the results about SQ walking toward me, which is 
aggressive by itself and her use of the appeasement sound as a modifier also rises to the 
level of simple syntax. This rose to a higher level of cognition when SQ chose to deceive 
me with the same combination of body language and appeasement vocalization in order 
to punish me for interfering in her social affairs, which was then followed by an attempt 
to reconcile.  Cheney and Seyfarth (2005) (page 154) comment about the importance of 
simple syntax in the evolution of language “In its very earliest stages, syntax was 
adaptive because even the simplest rule-governed two-word utterances allowed 
individuals to inform, modify, explain, and elaborate in ways that were not possible with 
single words.“ In the case of black bears it is the syntactic mix of actions and 
vocalizations that I observed with mothers managing their cubs and between SQ and 
myself. 
The sunken footprint that was left as a result of slw was a visual symbol and had 
meaning based on context and social status of the bear that made the mark. Black bears 
routinely have aggressive social interactions that are followed by the dominant individual 
marking in various ways (Table 2.6) conditioning subordinate individuals to their marks. 
The result of this is a social hierarchy (dissertation Chapter 3) where each individual’s 
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mark, whether visual or olfactory is symbolic of its place in the hierarchy. The use of 
marks is relative to the contexts of the situations. 
 The existence of MSR is limited to a small number of species, however linking it 
to self-awareness and ToM has proven more difficult. Lacking the ability to test animals 
with a language based test like the Sally-Anne Test (Baron-Cohen, 1985) scientists have 
relied on experiments with captive animals to test whether self-awareness or ToM exists 
in non-human animals. Laboratory experiments can demonstrate the existence of certain 
behaviors in non-human animals, but cannot show that they do not exist. MSR exists in 
black bears as well as recognition of their own scent. Supplementary video 6 shows an 
estrous female with her mate exploring themselves in front of the mirror. This is 
significant because sexual dimorphism exists in black bears (Gittleman, 1997), male 
bears compete to mate and the male in the video would not have tolerated another male in 
such close proximity. Female bears brought their cubs to the mirrors (Figure 6) to explore 
their images. Female bears are very defensive when they have cubs and would not have 
tolerated another female with cubs at such close proximity. 
Conclusion 
Black bears have the complex communication required for their complex social 
behavior (dissertation Chapters 3 and 4). They communicate with both emotion and 
intention, use a simple syntax and symbols to communicate and cooperate with family 
and unrelated friends and strangers. Communicating with strangers is much more 
dangerous than communicating with family members and I would expect higher levels of 
self-awareness and ToM. Black bears routinely meet unrelated strangers and have to 
assess whether they are a threat or a potential cooperator. The evolutionary pressure for 
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the cognitive abilities to evolve would have been great. Thus, black bears have evolved a 
complex system of social communication that became apparent through detailed 
observations of many bears over many years. 
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Tables 
 
 
 
Table 2.1. Black Bear Vocalizations Observed 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Sound  Description   Context      
Gulp  Generated in throat.  Used by females to manage and direct cubs. 
      Used with body language: 
       Sitting looking up at cubs a signal for them  
      to come down. 
 
      With increased intensity and urgency while  
      walking toward tree, a signal for the cubs to 
      tree. 
  
      While walking away, a signal for the cubs to  
      follow. 
 
      While traveling, a signal for the cubs to  
      follow closely. 
 
      Used by males around females during  
      mating season. 
  
Huffing In and out of air from  lungs Made in retreat or in tree. 
and throat.  
      
Huff  Single blast of air from  Often made with false charge. 
  lungs and throat. 
 
HuhHuhHuh Rapid reverberation of Has negative connotation. 
lungs and throat.  
Usually in face-to-face    
  confrontations. 
 
NumNumNum    Made by cubs not wanting to share food. 
MewMew     Made by cubs trying to locate siblings. 
EhEhEh Made in throat.  Made to limit roughness in play. 
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Table 2.1 (continued) 
MmMmMm     Made in reconciliation and on direct  
     approach to signal friendly intentions. 
 
Roar  Loud with open mouth. Made when very angry. 
Humming Rhythmic pulsating sound.  Made when nursing or other times of  
      contentment. 
 
Chirp  Soft Uh sound.  Made by male to mate.  
Made by female to cubs. 
Undulating moan    Sign of nervousness. 
Moan of recognition    Made when cubs recognized me. 
Chomping Rapid opening and closing Made when nervous. 
  of mouth. 
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Table 2.2.  Literature Review 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Sound   Reported by: 
Gulp   Grunting, Jordan (1976) 
Huffing ` In-and-out huffing, Jordan (1976), Huffing, Herrero (1983) 
Huff   Huffing, Jordan (1976), blow vocalizations, Tate and Pelton  
   (1983), snorting, Herrero (1983) 
 
Huh,Huh,Huh  Bellowing, Jordan (1976), Gurgling, Herrero (1983) 
Chomping  Jaw-popping, Jordan (1976), Jaw-snapping, Herrero (1983) 
Undulating moan Low moan, Tate and Pelton (1980) 
Humming Schneider 1933, Krott and Krott 1963, Jonkel and Cowan 1971, 
Moss 1987, Linke 1991, Kilham and Gray 2002. Review paper 
Peters et al. 2007. 
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Table 2.3. Black Bear Behavior Related to Mating. 
_______________________________________________________________________  
Male approaches female with high head and soft “Eh, Eh” vocalization. 
Female attacks male with open mouth and visible teeth. 
Open mouth wrestling, each animal faces other at close distance with open mouths. 
Female aggressive toward male, male calm and confident. 
Male aggressive toward female (frustration) 
Play and wrestling. 
 
 
Table 2.4. Black Bear Behavior with Open Mouth 
___________________________________________________ 
Yawn    Relaxed open mouth curled tongue. 
Nervous  Head down lower jaw drop to open mouth. 
Jawing   Two bears facing each other with mouths wide open.  
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Table 2.5. Black Bear Behavior Associated with Olfaction 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Behavior   Description 
Slow lick   Tongue sticks to object lifting scent with saliva. Tongue  
   delivers scent to papilla of VNO. 
 
Olfactory huff   Bear exhales moist air from lungs to lift scent from the air 
    or off object. 
     
Scent in air drawn over AVNO receptors on top of throat. 
Audible Sniff   Bear actively searching for scent.  Scent drawn through  
nasal epithelium and nasal tubercles also passing over 
AVNO receptors on top of throat. 
 
Nose lick   Bear keeps nose moist to receive scent molecules from air,  
then uses tongue to deliver to papilla of VNO and AVNO 
receptor in palate. 
 
Tongue flick   Bear extends tongue to receive concentrated scent, then  
    delivers to papilla of VNO and AVNO receptor in palate. 
 
Mouthing objects  Bears mouth vegetation and other objects that will fit in  
  mouth exposing scent to receptor of AVNO in palate. 
 
Opening and closing mouth Exhale moist air from lungs to extract scent from air. Scent  
laden air drawn up through tubercles and across AVNO on 
top throat. Done with high nose repeatedly in presence of 
airborne scent. 
 
Open mouth grin.  Male following estrous female opening and closing mouth  
    detecting airborne scent appears like grin or grimace. 
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Table 2.6. Intentional Black Bear Marking Behavior 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Behavior       Context 
Description 
Stiff-legged walk (SLW) 
Stiff front legs slid forward disrupting soil   As a visual warning to another bear 
or substrate.    or human    
By males to mark territory around   
breeding female 
By females to mark after chasing or 
treeing subordinate    
       On bear trails 
       At mark trees 
Usually associated with marking 
with urine. 
When marking over another bear’s 
scent 
       Often used after marking with scat. 
       While traveling   
   
Walk-over-sapling (WOS) 
Bear straddles sapling depositing scent,  
sapling pops back up as olfactory antennae.  To mark food source   
       To attract mates.   
       To mark trails for others to follow or  
       return on. 
       Spatial marking. 
By males to attract mates  
By females to mark after chasing or 
treeing subordinate. 
 
Full back rub (FBR) 
Bear stands bipedal with back to tree,   
sapling or object and rubs on sebaceous oil 
from dorsal area of back. 
By males to mark territory around 
breeding female. 
By females in post dominance 
encounter marking. 
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Table 2.6 (continued) 
 
By males in post dominance 
encounter marking. 
By males and females in marking 
food sources. 
 
Mark with scat (M/S) 
Purposeful use of scat.     To mark trail crossings 
       In presence of other bears with SLW 
       To announce presence 
Mark with urine (M/U) 
Purposeful use of urine.    Associated with SLW 
       While tracking other bears 
By females to mark after chasing or 
treeing subordinate 
 
Mark with semen.  
Male bear ejaculates semen and drags penis 
on ground.       To attract female 
     
Chin rub.  
  
Rub objects with chin. Mark with sebaceous 
oil from chin.      General use 
     
Side rub.    
Rubs on object with fur on side.   Marking food source. 
       Spatial marking 
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Table 2.7. Unintentional (transparent) Scent Marking 
 
 
Wherever a bear travels scent is deposited on anything that its fur, feet or body touches 
that another bear can follow for 48 hours or more.  
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Table 2.8. Black Bear Body Language 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Behavior    Function 
Walk towards eyes on Dominance.  To take food or displace. 
Walk in wide arc of another bear 
 or person.    Demonstrates subordinate behavior    
     or honoring dominance or avoiding confrontation. 
 
Bipedal head down   Face-to-face confrontation often with HHH  
   Vocalization 
 
Head down arched back  Defensive position. 
Stiff-legged walk   Warning not to approach or request to leave 
Standing bipedal   For better vision or access to smell 
Charge     Head down long face. 
Broadside                                 Head down arched back. 
False charge    Forward lunge with single or double paw swat, long  
    face and loud exhalation of air. 
 
Chase     Dominant bear running after subordinate 
Chase up tree    Dominant bear goes up tree after subordinate. 
Paw swat    Bear forcibly hits ground with paw. 
Double paw swat   Bear forcibly hits ground with both paws. 
Walk or run toward tree  Female bears communicating to cubs to tree* 
Sit at base of tree looking up  Female bears signaling to cubs to come down from  
  tree* 
 
Walk away from tree    Female bears signaling to cubs to follow* 
* Used with gulp and chirp vocalizations (Table 2.1.) 
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Table 2.9. Contextual Meaning of Black Bear Communication 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Action   Observed context. 
False Charge  To delay confrontation until communication takes place 
   Displeasure of oncoming storm 
   Response to airborne scent 
   Request for more food 
   Warning of being too close 
   Request to leave 
 
 
Table 2.10. Emotional Communication (usually honest) 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
Facial expressions 
Ear expressions 
Intensity of vocalizations and actions 
Undulating moan 
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Nervous open mouth behavior. 
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Figure 2.2. Open mouth behavior related to mating. 
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Figure 2.3. Foramen A. to vomer and pathways of sensory nerves over roof of throat. 
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Figure 2.4. Image of roof of throat showing foramen to vomer and demarcation of neural 
pathways without markup. 
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Figure 2.5. Black bear cub mouthing beech leaf. 
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Figure 2.6. Fresh tongue marks on beech bark from black bear cub lifting scent with 
saliva. 
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Figure 2.7. Bear with aggravated expression. 
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Figure 2.8. Same bear with happy expression. 
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Figure 2.9. Female black bear with cub in front of mirror. 
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Figure 2.10. Female black bear using mirror to look at me as I take her picture. 
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Figure 2.11. Teddy with imaginary sibling, the pine sapling, and social play. 
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Figure 2.12. Stand up wrestling as form of social play between two black bear cubs. 
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Supplemental Videos 
 
(Double click on embedded videos to start them.) 
 
 
 
 
 
Supplemental Video 2.1. Female bear uses Gulp and Chirp vocalizations (Table 2.1) with 
body language to communicate to her cubs she has perceived danger, finally she coaches 
her cubs by physically manipulating them to respond. Once they respond, she accentuates 
the urgency by chasing them up the tree. She then “chomps” (Table 2.1) at the threat.  
This video depicts a female bear teaching her cubs to respond to her vocalizations and 
body language (Table 2.8) when they are not aware of a threat. 28 MB 
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Supplemental Video 2.2. Male grin, opening and closing mouth expelling moist air from 
lungs then drawing it back into olfactory system to monitor estrous in females.  13.4 MB 
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Supplemental Video 2.3. Female bear chasing yearling cub up tree (Table 2.8) at weaning 
time.  6.7 MB 
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Supplemental Video 2.4. False charge (Table 2.8). 13 MB 
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Supplemental Video 2.5. Female bear (SQ2) following transparent scent of mate, checks 
scent on tree with audible sniff, slow lick and olfactory huff (slh) (Table 2.5), then does 
full back rub (fbr) over his scent (Table 2.6. Intentional Black Bear Marking Behavior). 
She continues to check his scent on the ground, followed by a stiff-legged walk (slw) 
disrupting the soil under her feet leaving a symbolic message, then she walks over a 
sapling (wos) depositing scent from belly and letting it pop up acting as an olfactory 
antenna. 23.5 MB 
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Supplemental Video 2.6. Female bear with her mate during breeding season comfortable 
with their own images. Male bear sniffs his image when he first arrives. 22.8 MB 
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Chapter 3: Matri-Linear Hierarchy in American Black Bears (Ursus americanus): 
Implications for Conservation 
 
Introduction 
 
The kinds and degrees of sociality vary among different types of animal societies. 
Wilson (1975) discussed the difficulty in classifying animal societies and the need to 
catalog the social qualities that define animal societies. He listed ten qualities including 
group size, demographic distributions, cohesiveness and amount and pattern of 
connectedness. The network of communication in a group can be patterned or not and 
patterned networks can vary from weakly connected territorial populations to strongly 
connected multilevel hierarchies. 
Mammals that live in stable social groups usually have dominance hierarchies 
(Frank, 1996). Some wild mammalian carnivores such as gray wolves (Canis lupus) have 
well-developed social organizations (Marie, 1944; Mech, 1966, 1970). Spotted hyenas 
(Crocuta crocuta) have a complex group structure (Kruuk, 1972) and a mother’s social 
rank is important in her cub’s access to food (Frank, 1996). Other carnivores, like the 
African lion (Panthera leo), do not have a hierarchical system and there is no leader in a 
lion pride (Schaller, 1972). Elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris) establish social 
hierarchies in which the males of highest rank remain near the breeding females but do 
not defend specific sites (LeBoeuf and Peterson, 1969). Monkeys and apes live in 
complex social groups with linear dominance rankings (Bekoff et al., 2002). Juvenile 
hyenas and primates acquire ranks immediately below those of their mothers (Holekamp 
and Smale, 1991) through associative learning mechanisms (Engh and Holekamp, 2000). 
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Designation of carnivores as either group-living or solitary and social or nonsocial 
conceals a high degree of behavioral variability (Gompper and Wayne, 1996). Bears are 
generally not considered to be social animals, yet brown bears (Ursus arctos), have a 
social system in which matri-linear assemblages exist and related females use a common 
area that is largely exclusive (Stoen et al., 2005). The conclusion that brown bears exhibit 
matri-linear assemblages (Stoen et al., 2005) was inferred based on studies of the 
molecular genetics of populations and the finding that the home ranges of related bears 
overlapped more than the home ranges of non-related bears. However, there were no data 
on the behavioral interactions among the bears that established and maintained the matri-
linear hierarchies. Here I describe a matri-linear hierarchy in a population of black bears 
(Ursus americanus) in New Hampshire, USA, based on genetic data, home range 
analysis and 23 years of behavioral observations on the population. The population 
exhibited a clear matri-linear hierarchy in which the dominant female controlled the 
structure of the group, the age of primiparity of subordinates, home range size and 
quality, and access to food. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Study Area 
My study area (Figure 3.1) was roughly 132 km2 of northern hardwood forest 
comprised of red oak(Quercus rubra), beech (Fagus grandifolia), sugar maple (Acer 
saccharum), red maple (Acer rubrum), white ash (Fraxinus americana), white birch 
(Betula papyrifera) and yellow birch (Betula alleghanienses)  with patches of softwoods, 
red spruce (Picea rubens), eastern white pine (Pinus strobus), hemlock (Tsuga 
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canadensis) and balsam fir (Abies balsamea). It was located in west central New 
Hampshire in the eastern half of Lyme and the western half of Dorchester townships. 
Smarts Mountain, at 987 meters above sea level, was the highest peak surrounded by a 
number of smaller hills and ridges. There were four major ponds and numerous wetlands 
in the study area that provided fruit from various shrubs including blueberry (Vaccinium 
spp.), huckleberry (Vaccinium spp.), mountain holly (Hex montana), winterberry (Hex 
decidua), nannyberry (Viburnum lentago), and dogwood (Cornus spp.).  Logging 
throughout the area set back succession creating openings with raspberry (Rubus spp.), 
blackberry (Rubus spp.) and the decaying wood and sunlight that increased production of 
ants (Formicidae), wasps (Vespidae) and grubs (Coleoptera). 
Methods 
This was a long-term study beginning in 1993 when I began studying the behavior 
of orphaned black bear cubs. Research animals were very young cubs that came to me 
with no experience with their natural mothers outside the winter den; ages 7-12 weeks. I 
bottle fed the cubs and they were dependent on me. To give them experience in their 
natural environment and expose them to wild bears I walked them untethered in the forest 
several times a week and documented their behavior (Kilham and Gray 2002; Kilham, 
2013). Other researchers used similar methods (Fredriksson, 2005). The result of this 
method was one bear SQ, who was 18 years old in 2014 and raising her ninth litter of 
cubs in the wild. This study focused on her family and the unrelated bears with which 
they interacted. 
In the second phase of the study I fitted SQ and a second bear, Yoda, with a VHF 
collar with a buckle that could be taken on and off without sedating them (Kilham and 
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Gray 2002, Kilham, 2013). Yoda, who was raised from a nine-week old cub, lived for 
five years 11 months in the wild and raised one litter of cubs. She was killed in a hunting 
season. I would home in on their signals and spend up to five hours at a time with them. I 
observed social interactions with other bears, but I could not always identify them. I 
would call out as I approached the bears when I knew how close I was using the gain on 
my telemetry receiver. I would give the bears a small food reward as a payment for their 
time, then walk with them as they foraged, scent marked and tracked other bears. Further 
details are described in Kilham and Gray, 2002 and Kilham, 2013 and are similar to 
methods used by Rogers (1990), DeBryun (1999), Stringham (2002), and Fredriksson 
(2005). 
The third phase, centered on a provisioning site, which began in 2004 and was 
fully effective by 2007. Here I observed and documented social interactions from 2007 
until 2014. The provisioning site was protected on private property approximately 2 km 
from the nearest road and 1 km from the nearest human residence. I would drive to the 
site in the evening and provide corn (approximately 1.5 kg/bear) that was available to any 
bear that came there. The provisioning site was organized so that I could observe bears 
from my truck. I distributed corn in from 5 to 10 different piles, 3-40 m from the truck 
and 5-60 m apart (Figure 3.1- site map). The goal was to get bears to come while I was 
there to observe them, not to make them dependent on the food provided. I distributed the 
food so as to minimize competition. I made observations most evenings from May 1 to 
November 1 for periods averaging 1.5 h per evening. Provisioning areas or other 
concentrated food sources like salmon rivers or garbage dumps have been used for 
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behavioral studies of bears (Herrero, 1983, Craighead, 1995), dolphins (Mann and Smuts, 
1999) and chimpanzees (Goodall, 1986, Wilson and Wrangham, 2003). 
I identified bears using facial marking, body shape, behavior, scars, tears in ears, 
white chest patches, ear tags and radio collars (Herrero 1983; Stonorov and Stokes, 
1972).  Pedigree was determined using personal knowledge of cubs and mothers from 
birth and micro-satellite DNA using eleven polymorphic markers (Coster and Kovach, 
2010 unpublished report). 
Intensity of interactions was categorized based on the levels of action and 
intensity. Level one interactions took place when rank was established and the 
subordinate bear walked away in the presence of the dominant bear, level two 
interactions took place when the dominant bear was establishing rank or dominance over 
subordinate bears and level three interactions were when both bears stood up to each 
other or there was an increased action and intensity in establishing rank, like chasing 
another bear up a tree. 
New Hampshire Fish & Game Department provided Scientific Research and 
Rehabilitation permits as well as the cubs for research, rehabilitation and release to the 
wild.  
 
Results 
SQ was born in 1996 and released onto the study site in 1997. She had her first 
litter when she was three and produced 9 litters by 2014 resulting in 20 cubs in the F1 
generation (Figure 3.2). Of those cubs 12 left the study area, five females remained and 
produced 23 offspring, and three cubs remained with SQ. One cub, Josie, born to SQ2 
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was adopted and raised by SQ. Three of the F2 female cubs remained in the area and 
produced 15 cubs. 
I observed a clear matri-linear hierarchy of dominant bears enforcing dominance 
over subordinate related females (Table 3.1). There were clear behavioral interactions 
among the bears (Table 3.2) with interactions increasing in intensity from level 1 to 3. In 
Table 3.1 winners are in vertical axis, losers in horizontal axis. Rank is in descending order 
from top to bottom and from left to right; the most dominant bear is at the top and left. 
The dominant bear was the bear that caused another bear to leave its position. All of the 
bears in this table were direct descendants of the matriarch SQ, who established the 
hierarchy. She was dominant over all of her decedents and in turn her decedents variously 
dominated one another.  
The greatest number of interactions took place with bears that were closest in rank 
and challenged the hierarchy. For example in 2007 SQ interacted 11 times with her oldest 
daughter SN who was second in rank. She interacted 20 times with SQ2 who was 4 years 
younger and was establishing her rank. SQ clearly indicated her dominance over SQ2 by 
face-to-face encounters, chasing, false charging and taking food (Table 3.1). She interacted 
with SN by chasing and false charging. SQ2 interacted with SN 12 times, losing 7 times. 
The long-term outcome of this interaction was not established because SN was killed 
during the hunting season of 2007. In 2008 SQ2 became the number 1 subordinate in the 
hierarchy and she continued in that position until killed in the hunting season of 2013. 
There continued to be interactions between SQ and SQ2 but they declined in later years. 
Dominance relationships are clear in Table 3.1. 
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The dominance enforcing or agonistic behaviors (Table 3.2) included chasing, 
chasing up trees, face-to-face encounters, “Huh, Huh, Huh” vocalizations, false charging, 
and taking food from subordinate bears.  Social interaction rankings were Level 1 (bump, 
false charge, take food from), Level 2 (Chase and tree), Level 3 (“Huh, Huh, Huh” 
(HHH) vocalization (a reverberation in the chest), chase up tree and face off). Agonistic 
behaviors were typically of short duration with the longest chases usually <10 min in 
length. They appeared to be an expression of dominance rather than attempts to drive off 
the subordinate bear. The subordinate bear usually returned to finish eating with no 
further action taken against her (for example 242 out of 245 times in 2014). Other 
agonistic behaviors at the clearing included defense of cubs of the year (COY), weaning 
of yearlings, aggression toward males and aggression toward unrelated females.  
Agonistic behavior by the dominant bear continued until resolution occurred; 
occasionally as a result of contact or close encounter. For example on June 24, 2007 I 
observed and filmed SQ2 dominate Two; they were both the same age.  SQ2 was the 
aggressor, she stalked and chased Two three times before having a face-to-face on either 
side of a birch tree with bipedal head down display and HHH vocalizations. SQ2 paraded 
back and forth in front of Two, who stayed at the base of the tree, with a stiff-legged walk 
(slw), marked with urine (m/u) and walked over saplings (wos), typical black bear 
marking behaviors (Table 3.3). This went on for several minutes until Two, first crouched 
on the ground and finally laid down with her head sideways on the ground in complete 
submission.  Then, SQ2 broke off the assault. 
Bears targeted and drove off specific bears. SQ drove an unrelated sub-adult male 
from her home range with an extended 3 km chase, treeing him up a large eastern white 
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pine, pacing back and forth under the tree with a stiff-legged walk (slw) leaving deep 
sunken footprints, and marking with urine (m/u) (Table 3.3). Then she went to sleep at 
the base of the tree for several hours. The male had a radio collar so I documented that he 
left the area and did not return. I assigned female rank (see Table 3.3) based on direct 
observation that the matriarch, SQ, showed dominance enforcing (agonistic) behavior 
(DEB) toward all of her female descendants below her in rank. The number two female 
showed DEB toward all female relatives below her, and so forth down the hierarchy, with 
the most subordinate female relative being chased by all. Females of equal rank had face 
offs that included swatting and “HHH” vocalization (level three interactions). The 
hierarchy changed from year to year reflecting the loss of family members due to 
hunting. Bear SQ, 18 years old in 2014, remained the matriarch and the dominant female 
through the course of this study. 
An interaction between two other bears also indicated targeted aggression in 
which a resident bear drove off an unrelated sub-adult female. Slothy was a rehabilitated 
bear that was released elsewhere but settled into the home range of BH3, an adult wild 
female. Both wore GPS collars. Slothy lived in BH3’s core home range from June 2013 
to June 2014 while BH3 had two cubs. They had several interactions during that time. On 
June 16, 2014, after BH3 had mated and separated from her cubs, she made an agonistic 
assault on Slothy causing her to leave the area and disperse 45 miles north. 
Bear SQ often focused her attention on granddaughters that didn’t understand her 
dominance. It appeared that SQ had rules (Table 3.4) because she reacted if subordinate 
bears did not show respect, did not honor her position, did not avoid her, did not make a 
wide arc around her, took her food, and did not stay some distance away. That reaction 
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included varying degrees of punishment according to the seriousness of the infraction. 
Punishment included chasing, swatting and biting. My understanding of her rules came 
from my relationship with SQ. The fact that I raised her from a 3 month old cub resulted 
in her treating me like a bear; I did not intimidate her as I did the other bears in the study.  
If my actions exceeded her expectations of my behavior, she punished me with false 
charges or bites. I had to modify my behavior accordingly.   
The intensity of her attention was reflected in the number of chases made after a 
given bear. Those chases did not subside until SQ was able to make contact or 
compliance was achieved. I witnessed only two face offs that resulted in immediate 
compliance.  That contact could be of high intensity but not damaging, and needed to 
occur only once to resolve the dominance relationship. For example, in 2006, before I 
made detailed observations on social interactions bear SNLO as a two year old made 
regular visits to the study site and SQ chased her the majority of the time, often up trees. 
On July 31 SQ arrived at the study site after I had sedated SNLO to put a telemetry collar 
on her. SNLO was awake, but still under influence of the drug when SQ attacked her in 
what appeared to be a vicious life threatening attack that didn’t subside until SNLO 
climbed to the lower limb of a tree about 3 meters off the ground. To my surprise, SNLO 
sustained no visible injuries and did not limp as she left the study site. She did not come 
back to the study site until August 22, and when she did she behaved subordinately 
towards SQ. SQ paid little attention to her from that time on. 
While I did not observe the end of all agonistic behaviors, many of the ones I did 
see were followed with marking behavior by the dominant bear: stiff legged walk (slw), 
mark with urine (m/u), walk over sapling (wos) or full back rub (fbr).  
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Dominance enforcing behavior peaked during June and July and quickly 
diminished in August, September and October, (Figure 3.3). Delayed primiparity 
occurred in low ranking female relatives who remained in SQ’s greater home range. One 
of SQ’s daughters, Brooke, stayed in the area, but was not able to establish her own home 
range. She gave birth to a single cub at age three, which she lost before the breeding 
season in June. She failed to give birth the following two years and was killed at age five 
years nine months during the hunting season without giving birth again. Bear Tcub, SQ’s 
great granddaughter and SQ’s adult granddaughter Two’s daughter was also of low rank. 
At age six in 2014 she gave birth to a single cub. SQ’s granddaughter SQ2LO did not 
give birth to her first cub until age four (Table 3.5). 
Interactions quantified in this study indicated that the provisioning site as well as 
concentrated natural food sites increased the number of social interactions above those I 
observed under natural conditions. The bears’ responses to the provisioning site were not 
solely about access to food, but were also an opportunity for social interactions that were 
important to them as measured by their dominance and other interactions. Repeated 
agonistic behavior usually led to social understanding and acceptance of lower ranking 
bears by dominant bears.  
 
Discussion 
 Female social hierarchies have been suspected in brown bears (Craighead, 1995) 
and family relationships have been described in black bears (Rogers, 1987). Stoen et al.  
(2005) inferred that brown bears had matri-lineal hierarchies based on studies of the 
molecular genetics of populations and the finding that the home ranges of related bears 
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overlapped more than the home ranges of non-related bears. Black bears live in complex 
social groups with linear dominance rankings; here I describe matri-lineal hierarchy in 
black bears based on kinship and behavioral interactions.  
  Rogers (1987) observations played a key role in providing a framework for future 
studies of the social order of the black bear. My study has provided new insights into 
black bear social behavior because I combined knowledge of known family relationships 
(Figure 3.2) and close observations of bears over a 23-year period. Rogers indicated that 
the black bear social order was largely governed by the distribution and abundance of 
food. I found that black bears had and maintained clearly recognizable social hierarchies 
despite the distribution and abundance of food. He concluded that adult females 
recognized their independent offspring and tolerated them in their territories and that 
young females expanded their yearling ranges into adult territories. I found that adult 
females not only tolerated their female offspring, but fostered them. They expanded their 
territories and used independent female relatives to hold the expanded area. Then they 
ceded territory to their female offspring and went back to using their former territory. For 
example, SQ allowed her first daughter SN to use the core of her home range to raise her 
COY. SQ and SN were on off cub cycles so SQ allowed SN to use the prime cub rearing 
area of her territory in the first year SN had cubs. SQ and her yearlings were able to 
travel to find food. When SQ had no new expansion area for a daughter of a given litter, 
it was forced into dispersal. In 2004 SQ expanded her territory but had three daughters to 
fill the expanded area.  SQ made no effort to select the daughter to hold the expanded 
area, it was the dominant cub SQ2 that chased and pushed her siblings into dispersal. 
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SQ and the other adult females in my study showed a preference for female cubs.  
Independent male cubs were pursued and forced to leave female home ranges by all of 
the females in the hierarchy.  In 2009 SQ stopped nursing a single male cub and became 
receptive to breeding in the mating season.  In 2010 she had another single male cub, and 
that time she kept the male cub and adopted her daughter SQ2’s female offspring when 
the female cub (Josie) was failing due to nursing competition with two male siblings.  
Rogers (1987) found that females have distinct territories, but formed hierarchies 
where food was clumped as at garbage dumps.  I found that females had distinct 
territories but that female hierarchies existed despite the distribution of food. The 
hierarchies were more easily observed at concentrated food sources. For example, 
hunting behavior, or tracking other females, (Table 3.2) occurred both at my concentrated 
food study site and while I was traveling with female bears in the forest well away from 
concentrated foods. The post chase marking behavior of female bears conditioning other 
females to their scent (Table 3.3) supports the idea that the social hierarchy is universal in 
scope.  
Black bears are forest animals, making observations difficult except at 
concentrated food sources, therefore, it has been difficult for previous studies to ascertain 
the actual basis for movements and behaviors recorded via telemetry. For example, 
Rogers (1987) and Noyce and Garshelis (2014) both found that black bears in Minnesota 
have home ranges and territories and migrate across the landscape. However, they were 
unable to discern the mechanisms by which those territories were established and 
maintained and could only infer the mechanisms by which bears followed similar 
migration pathways. Because I was able to directly observe bears at my food site and in 
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the forest I was able to determine the underlying social hierarchy that determined many 
bear behaviors. Female hierarchies existed and were maintained throughout their active 
year with social interactions peaking in August (Figure 3.3).  
Territories were established within the framework of the matri-lineal hierarchy 
and bears shared information about their environment. They followed one another 
through the forest such that they learned about the environment, food sources and the 
location and behavior of other bears. This was especially true of young bears. For 
example, when bear cubs come across a trail made by another bear they follow it and 
discover food sources, marked trees, and scents left by the older bears. That is an 
important component of their learning (Kilham and Gray, 2002). Females travel outside 
their territories in the presence of males such that they access food supplies that would 
otherwise not be available (Kilham, 2013). Males travel over larger areas than females so 
they often discover food supplies in distant areas (Noyce and Garshelis, 2011, 2014). 
Observing social interactions requires both a concentrated food source and visual 
conditions suitable for observation. There are natural analogues to a provisioning site that 
are well documented. Black bears eat the highest quality foods in the forest, and these 
foods are generally available in patches of concentrated food that bears will congregate at 
such as berry patches (Noyce and Coy, 1990), oak and beech stands (Elowe, 1987) , and 
agricultural fields (Hatler, 1967).  Studies like mine have generally been done at salmon 
rivers (Stonorov and Stokes, 1972), garbage dumps (Herrero,1983, Craighead, 1995) and 
provisioning sites (Rogers, 1987). Regardless of the type of concentrated food source, 
these sources provide bears with increased opportunities for interactions with each other 
to establish rank and ultimately tolerance that reduces the energy expenditure of 
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aggression. Home range overlap at sites like these increases the chance for social 
interactions to take place (Clutton-Brock, 1989). At the provisioning site in my study, the 
food was spaced to minimize agonistic behavior related to competition for food. Bears ate 
their food very slowly, only taking into their mouths what would stick to the saliva on 
their tongues. Four liters of food would take 45-60 minutes to eat. When they were 
finished eating, the dominate bears would stalk, track or target and chase specific bears 
below them in the hierarchy. The provisioning site as well as concentrated natural food 
sites increases the number of social interactions. A bear’s response to the provisioning 
site was not only about access to food, but also about the opportunity for social 
interactions that were important to bears as well. Repeated agonistic behavior usually led 
to social understanding and acceptance.   
Agonistic behavior between female relatives peaks in August (Figure 3.3) and 
quickly diminishes in September and October. The low level of agonistic behavior in 
April and May is probably due to all the females having cubs at this time, either small 
cubs of the year (COY) or yearlings. Females with cubs of the year stay near the den 
because the cubs are developing their ability to travel and climb. Females with yearlings 
have an abundance of food such as emerging vegetation with freely available nutrients 
such that they do not have to forage widely and there is little social competition for food. 
Once the females with yearlings are bred in June, they start reasserting their position in 
the hierarchy and securing a high quality home range to raise their next litter of cubs. 
This was seen in the interactions between BH3 and Slothy. During these months 
(June/July) I observed females ‘hunting’ for the sole purpose of asserting rank; such 
behavior ceased once the relationship was resolved.   
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Chasing and marking behavior were not random and were not about the 
immediate access to food at the provisioning site, but about establishing rank and 
conditioning subordinates to scent marks that could be useful in claiming territory 
containing productive food sources. When subordinate bears were treed, post chase 
marking occurred including slw, m/u, fbr and wos. The intensity and frequency of the 
marking varied. Marking behavior was done at the end of a chase or when the 
subordinate bear was treed suggesting that the dominant bear was conditioning the 
subordinate bear to its scent. Bears marked at feeding sites so an incoming bear could 
encounter a dominant bear’s scent and know who it was and respond appropriately. For 
example, a male cub I was rehabilitating was bitten by a large male with a single 
puncture wound. On subsequent walks when he came across the large male’s scent from 
a marking area the cub responded with a long fearful moan and walked away (Kilham 
and Gray, 2002). Frans de Waal (1982) links the aggression of dominance interactions to 
social tolerance based on a study with a large colony of semi-captive chimpanzees. He 
states that: ”ritualized submission is imposed on losers of dominance struggles by 
winners; losers are offered a “choice” between continued hostility or a tolerant 
relationship with a clearly signaled difference in status.”   
Aggressive behavior exists in many species and social mechanisms like 
dominance have evolved such that they mitigate its effects. These mechanisms are so 
powerful that they allow the use of restrained aggression to define relationships without 
disrupting them (Bernstein and Gordon, 1974). In an experiment with rhesus monkeys 
where unfamiliar pairs were put together, Maxim (1976) found that after initial fighting 
there was a decrease in aggression by the dominant individual and a decline in the fear 
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responses by the subordinate until they fell into a “friendly” zone. Agonistic behavior 
such as chasing and marking decrease aggressive behavior over time reducing the 
possibility of injury and reducing the amount of energy spent on social negative social 
interactions (Table 2.2). 
Despite the number of agonistic meetings by dominant females, they were not 
trying to make subordinates go away. In 2014 I documented both encounters and 
outcomes in a systematic way and found that 242 out of 245 times both the “winner” and  
“loser” returned to the study site to continue feeding within 5 to 30 minutes after a chase. 
In all cases the subordinate bears returned to the study site on subsequent days after 
agonistic interactions. Dominant females appeared to be defining the nature of the 
relationships not trying to force subordinates into dispersal. Although SQ and other 
dominants down the hierarchy asserted dominance over female relatives with agonistic 
meeting, serious aggression rarely occurred and the dominant bear did tolerate 
subordinate females, which may have been to her advantage. Subordinates are able to 
share maintenance of territorial boundaries. Encounter with relatives and friendly non-
relatives are less risky than interactions with unknown strangers. Access to surplus food 
in the greater home range or in the home range of friendly non-relatives with minimal 
aggression may be another advantage. There would be a benefit to the matriarch and all 
of her female relatives in the maintenance and expansion of a greater home range, in the 
survival of offspring, and perpetuation of the matriarch’s genes. 
 Matri-lineal hierarchy exists in black bears, is linear, and is very stable (Table 
3.1). It is largely an age related hierarchy with exceptions of new females finding their 
place in the hierarchy and learning their boundaries by challenging older more dominant 
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female relatives. The bears in this study were part of a managed population and the 
effects of deaths in the hunting season and births were reflected in Table 3.1. 
 Personality was a factor that was not clearly represented in Table 3.1. For 
example, SQ2 was one of three female cubs, and she chased off the other two to claim the 
open spot in SQ’s home range. In 2007 SQ2 challenged her sister Snowy who was four 
years her senior. Unfortunately Snowy was killed in September during the hunting season 
so the outcome of the challenge could not be documented. In 2013, at age ten SQ2 was 
beginning to challenge SQ’s dominant position, but was killed in September of that year. 
The success of SQ2 was due to her more assertive personality and not due to her age. In 
2014, personality not age was a factor in determining the hierarchy between five females 
ages between 2.5 and 3.5. These were the female offspring of SQ, SQ2 and Two and two 
unrelated bears, Moose and SN2. SQ2’s daughter Wanda was dominant over the other 
four and tested the adult females, but was always the loser to them. 
 Kin-selection Theory (Hamilton, 1964a,b) appears to explain matri-lineal 
assemblages and hierarchies in black bears, however other factors influence kin 
relationships. First, female black bears preferred female offspring to male offspring. If 
kin-selection were strictly at play, both males and females would have equal value to 
their mothers, as both carry half of her DNA. It may be that female offspring are useful in 
maintaining and expanding greater home ranges and males usually disperse (Rogers, 
1987, Kilham unpublished).   
Matri-linear hierarchies occur in other species of non-human animals including 
bottlenose dolphins, (Tursiops aduncus), (Frere et al., 2010), African elephants, 
(Loxodonta Africana), (Whittemyer and Getz 2007, Archie et al., 2005) and spotted 
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hyenas, (Crocuta crocuta), (Smale et al., 1993), however, all of these animals live in 
typical social family groups. Association patterns of bottlenose dolphins in Australia 
depended upon home range overlap, matri-lineal kinship, and bi-parental kinship. 
Associations take place most often between females that are bi-parentally related and that 
share the same matri-line. Elephants have linear age/size ordered hierarchies in which 
older, larger females consistently dominate smaller, younger females in a multilevel 
social structure. The size of family units is affected by the age of matriarchs, and units led 
by grandmothers are larger than units led by younger matriarchs. In hyenas juveniles 
obtain social rank based upon the rank of their mothers. Although black bears do not live 
in social family groups they show some of the same matri-lineal relationships as seen in 
the social species.  
   Black bear females are not solitary in the sense as previously thought that they do 
not interact with other bears.  Rather, they have complex social behavior (both 
interactions and associations) that is flexible in ways that increase reproductive success. 
This could only be observed by detailed behavioral observations of bears of known 
lineage in the field. Social rank is associated with quality of home range, cub size and cub 
survival.     
Black bear research has been dominated by management concerns and therefore 
has focused at the population level. Very little research has been conducted on behavior, 
especially among individually known animals. Further study of individually known black 
bears is likely to reveal an abundance of complex social behaviors that will be helpful in 
behavioral management of the species. For example, better knowledge of behavior and 
social structure may provide insights into alternative methods of managing “problem 
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bears” in urban settings other than capture, removal and euthanasia. Perhaps other 
members of the bear family, including giant pandas, also thought to be solitary, will turn 
out to be social in similar ways. Studying these animals in greater depth may reveal more 
complex social strategies than previously thought to exist. 
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Tables 
 
Table 3.1. Matri-lineal Hierarchy Dominance matrix in Black Bears 2007-2012 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
The data in this Table reflect agonistic social interactions between dominant and subordinate related bears.  
All of the bears in this table were direct descendants of the matriarch SQ. Winners in vertical axis, losers  
in horizontal axis. Rank is in descending order from top to bottom and from left to right, the most  
dominant bear is at the top and left. Numbers are number of interactions. The winners are listed by  
name, cub or breeding status and age. COY = Cubs of the year, Y = Yearlings, B = Bred, LC = Lost cub, 
 U = Unknown status. 
Dominance 2007 
 SQ SN SQ2 BG SNLO Two Three SQ2FC1   Total   
SQ(COY)11 yrs. 11       20 1 6 8 0   46 
SN(Y)9 yrs.   7 0 1 1   9 
SQ2(Y)5 yrs.  5  0 7 11 3 3 29 
BG(COY)7 yrs.1    1 1               3  
SNLO(B)5 yrs.    1  3  2 6 
Two(B)5 yrs.        2  2 
Three(B)5 yrs.       1   
SQ2FC1-2 yrs. 
Sub Total         96  
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Table 3.1. (Continued) 
 
Dominance 2008 
  SQ SQ2 SNLO Two SQ2       FC1    Brooke Total 
SQ(Y)12  8 5 9 17 27  66 
SQ2(COY)6   2 2 6 1  11 
SNLO(COY)6   1 1    2 
Two(LC,B)6     5 4  9 
SQ2FC1(U)3      8  8 
Brooke(B)2     1   1 
Sub Total        97 
 
Dominance 2009 
 
 
  SQ  SQ2 SNLO Two SQ2LO  Brooke  Total  
SQ(COY)13  35 14 3 14 3  69 
SQ2(Y)7 1  8 5 14 0  28 
SNLO(Y)7    1 7 3  11 
Two(COY)7   2  0 5   
SQ2LO 2   2   1  3 
Brooke(B)3    1 2   3 
Sub Total        121 
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Table 3.1. (Continued) 
 
Dominance 2010 
  SQ SQ2 SNLO Two SQ2LOBrookeTcub  Total 
SQ(Y)14  20 5 20 19     54 
SQ2(COY)8 1   8 11 1 1  21 
SNLO(COY)8    1 3  5  9 
Two(Y)8  1 1  29 1   32 
SQ2LO 3   1 1  1 13  16 
Brooke      3    3 
Tcub2 
Sub Total         135 
 
 
Dominance 2011 
  SQ SQ2 SNLO Two SQ2LO Josie Tcub   Total 
SQ(COY)15  21 9 8 14 19 11  82 
SQ2(Y)9   14 3 6 13 1  3 
SNLO(Y)9     4 5 3  12 
Two(COY)9   1  1  1  3 
SQ2LO(B)4   4 1  5 2  12 
Josie 2        3  3 
Tcub 3 
Sub Total         149  
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Table 3.1. (Continued) 
 
Dominance 2012 
  SQ SQ2 SQ2LO Two Josie Tcub  Total 
SQ(Y)16  10 6 4 41 3  64  
SQ2(COY)10   1   1  2 
SQ2LO(COY)5    11 4   15 
Two(Y)10   5  5 11  21 
Josie(B)3    7  5  12  
Sub Total        114 
Grand Total        712 
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Table 3.2. Behaviors and interactions observed among bears at a study site in New 
Hampshire. Interactions increase in intensity from level 1 to 3. 
 
Behavior or     Description 
Interaction          ______  
 
Level 1 
 
Bump    Subordinate leaves food on sight of   
    dominant bear. 
 
Taking food from subordinate  Dominant walks toward subordinate to take  
    food. 
 
False Charge    A quick lunge, double paw swat on ground  
    while expelling load blast of air. Can be  
    offensive or defensive. 
 
Level 2 
 
Hunting    Dominant bear hunts down or tracks   
    subordinate to  chase. 
 
Chase    Dominant bear chases subordinate on short  
    (<50 meters) or long ( > 50 meters) chases. 
 
Treeing    Subordinate bear climbs tree to escape  
    dominant. 
 
Level 3 
 
Chase up tree    Dominant bear climbs tree after subordinate. 
 
Huh, Huh, Huh                                                A reverberation of air in the chest and throat 
    that always has a negative connotation. 
 
Face-to-face encounter   Dominant and subordinate face off   
    sometimes exchanging swats and usually  
    “Huh, Huh, Huh” vocalizations. 
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Table 3.3. Black bear marking behavior descriptive ethogram. 
 
 
  
 
Behavior   Description____________________________________________ 
 
Stiff-legged walk (slw) Bear walks stiffly sliding front paws forward disrupting ground  
    beneath. 
 
Mark with urine (m/u) Bear uses urine to mark, in tiny drops or gushes. 
 
Walk over sapling (wos) Bear walks over sapling letting it pick up scent from   
    belly, the sapling pops back up acting as olfactory    
    antenna. 
 
Full back rub (fbr)  Standing bipedal, the bear rubs back on tree or object by   
    flexing knees or wiggling.  
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Table 3.4. Bear SQ Rules. 
 
 
  
 
For bear below her in hierarchy: 
 
 Spatial avoidance. 
 Don’t approach. 
 Don’t take her food. 
 Don’t walk toward. 
 Don’t False Charge. 
 Don’t challenge. 
 Don’t get too close to her cubs.  
 
 
For researcher: 
 
 Don’t interfere with social interactions. 
 Don’t approach her with young cubs. 
 Obey her signals, eye twitch, false charge, walk toward,  
 stiff-legged walk, etc. 
 Don’t inadvertently scare her cubs. 
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Table 3.5. Delayed Primiparity in Low Ranking Females. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Name   Age of female.  Age no cubs.  
 
SQ  3     
Snowy  3     
SQ2  3     
Josie  3    
SNLO  4 
Two  4 
SQ2LO 4 
Tcub  6 
Brooke     5 
SNLOFC     5 
 
Rank in descending order. 
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Figures 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Provisioning site map showing observation truck location, food locations and 
scale. 
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Figure 3.2. SQ Family Tree  
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Chapter 4: Reciprocal Altruism in the American Black Bear 
 
Introduction 
 
 Home ranges of female black bears (Ursus americanus) are evenly distributed on 
the landscape and are as close to territories existing in the black bear’s world (Rogers 
1987). The food supply of the black bear is the highest quality foods available, such as 
nuts berries and insects (Alt, 1980, Eiler, 1981, Elowe, 1987, Noyce and Coy, 1990). 
These foods are generally available in patches or stands that are unevenly distributed 
spatially (Noyce and Coy, 1990). They are affected by seasonal and annual variation in 
production and subject to frost, droughts and wet weather patterns that lead to huge 
surpluses or severe shortages (Noyce and Coy, 1990).  At any given time one female bear 
may have a surplus of food in her home range and her immediate neighbor may have 
nothing.  In the following year the neighbor could have the surplus and the first bear 
nothing (Noyce and Garshelis, 2014). Here I describe how over time this has led to a 
system of sharing, reciprocity and social exchange.  
 Trivers (1971) describes the parameters that affect the possibility of reciprocal 
altruism evolving in a species. They include a long life that increases the chance that two 
individuals will encounter many altruistic situations, low dispersal rates, so the same 
individuals will interact repeatedly, and a degree of mutual dependence, all of which exist 
in the black bear. Trivers describes this as a symbiosis with each partner helping the other 
while helping themselves.  The symbiosis, however, has a time lag where one partner 
must wait a period of time before he or she is helped in return. The time lag is crucial as 
it insures that only under highly specialized circumstances will the altruistic act that the 
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altruist set forth return to him or her its direct or indirect benefits.  One of the examples 
he gives is human food sharing, being invited for dinner and then at a later date 
reciprocating. Trivers further states that only under conditions of a time lag will the 
cheater be selected against allowing this type of altruistic behavior to evolve. 
 Trivers goes on to cite examples of cleaning symbiosis between two species of 
fish, the wrasse (Labroides dimidiatus) and the grouper (Epinephelus striatus) where the 
small cleaner fish enter the mouth to clean ectoparasites from the gills of the larger 
grouper. There are over forty-five species of fish and at least six species of shrimp 
(Stenopodidea) that perform this task.  He uses this example because it is a symbiosis that 
cannot be explained by kin-selection (Hamilton, 1964). 
 Hamilton’s rule of kin-selection predicts that altruistic acts will take place 
between family members based on their coefficient of relatedness:  
where    rb>c 
• r is the probability, above the population average, of the individuals 
sharing an altruistic gene – commonly viewed as "degree of relatedness". 
 • b is the reproductive benefit to the recipient of the altruistic behavior, and 
 • c is the reproductive cost to the altruist. 
 Kin-selection parameters are the same as for reciprocal altruism in that kin-
selection requires that there are many altruistic situations in a lifetime in the same small 
set of individuals and a degree of mutual dependence.  The difference is that kin-selection 
is cooperation between relatives. 
 Trivers (1971) also uses birds giving warning calls of predators as an example of 
reciprocal altruism. Here he cautions against interpreting these as kin-selection even 
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though they are often made at the nest protecting close relatives, as they do not decrease 
with the degree of relatedness, they continue in migration where there are no data 
suggesting birds have contacts with relatives in migration or dispersal. 
 In his last example, Trivers (1971) describes reciprocal altruism in humans.  He 
offers a partial list of altruistic behavior in humans: helping in times of danger, sharing 
food, helping sick or wounded and young or old, sharing tools, and sharing knowledge.  
All of these meet the conditions of a small cost for the giver and a great benefit to the 
recipient.  Trivers (1971) suggests that the preconditions for the evolution of reciprocal 
altruism in the hominem species, a long life, life in small, mutually dependent, stable 
groups (Lee and Devore, 1968; Campbell, 1966) and a long period of parental care 
started in the Pleistocene and probably before.   
 Trivers (1971) goes on to argue that kin-selection and reciprocal altruism can act 
in the same species and that one must look at the individual altruistic behaviors.  For 
example, he argues that in hominem kin related groups discrimination against non-
reciprocal individuals cannot be explained by kin-selection.  In regards to kin-selection 
and reciprocal altruism both operating among close kin, Trivers (1971) expected 
interesting interactions including: a lower demand for reciprocity from kin than non-kin 
and the demand that kin show some reciprocity.  
 Trivers (1971) states that the strongest support for the operation of reciprocal 
altruism in humans is the psychological system controlling some forms of human 
altruism, which includes: 1. A complex regulating system to detect cheaters. 2. 
Friendship and the emotions of liking and disliking. 3. Moralistic aggression. 4. 
Gratitude, sympathy and cost/benefit ratio of an altruistic act. 5. Guilt and reparative 
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altruism. 6. Subtle cheating. 7. Sanction of the subtle cheater: trustworthiness, trust and 
suspicion. 8. Setting up altruistic partnerships. 9. Multiparty interactions that include: 
learning from others, help in dealing with cheaters, generalized altruism, and rules of 
exchange, 10. Developmental plasticity. 
 There was considerable response in the scientific community to Trivers (1971) 
paper on reciprocal altruism (cited more than 8,084 times), however it has been over forty 
years since it was written and there have been very few examples found in non-human 
animals: Milinski and Kettler (1990) reported it in sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeates), 
Dugatkin (1988) found it in predator inspection in guppies (Poecilia reticulate), Krams et 
al. (2007) reported it in mobbing behavior in pied flycatchers (Ficedula hypoleuca), 
Fischer (1988) for egg trading in coral reef fish of the Family Serranidae, Hauser et al. 
(2003) for food sharing in cotton topped tamarins (Saguinus oedipus), Wilkerson (1984) 
reported reciprocal blood sharing in vampire bats (Desmodus rotundas) and Packer 
(1977) found reciprocal assistance in mating completion in olive baboons (Papio anubis). 
 In his 2009 review paper Clutton-Brock argued that not only were examples of 
reciprocal altruism rare, but many of the examples could be explained by intra-specific 
mutualism (West et al. 2007) where two members of the same species work together for 
mutual benefit or by manipulation, where cooperation is coerced from other members of 
the same species. He went on to cite Smith (2003) and Stevens and Hauser (2004) to 
explain that reciprocal altruism had not been found in other non-human animals including 
primates because they lacked some form of language and other related psychological 
capacities to establish intentions and expectations of both parties regarding the timing and 
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nature of such exchanges.  He also cited Richerson and Boyd (2005) and Boyd et al. 
(2003) arguing that non-human animals also lack social norms to regulate cheating. 
 On the contrary, here I report that reciprocal altruism is present in the black bear’s 
social behavior. My data suggest that black bears are altruistic, they help each other in 
time of need, they form friendships and alliances with unrelated individuals, they share 
food, they are more aggressive with related females than with unrelated females 
suggesting that unrelated females are cooperators, and they show directed altruism. Frans  
de Waal (2008) defined directed altruism as helping or comforting behavior directed at an 
individual in need owing to pain or distress.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Study Area 
My study area was roughly 132 km2 of northern hardwood forest comprised of red 
oak(Quercus rubra), beech (Fagus grandifolia), sugar maple (Acer saccharum), red 
maple (Acer rubrum), white ash (Fraxinus americana), white birch (Betula papyrifera) 
and yellow birch (Betula alleghanienses) with patches of softwoods, red spruce (Picea 
rubens), eastern white pine (Pinus strobus), hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) and balsam fir 
(Abies balsamea) (DeGraaf et al. 1992). It was located in west central New Hampshire in 
the eastern half of Lyme and the western half of Dorchester townships. Smarts Mountain, 
at 987 meters above sea level, was the highest peak surrounded by a number of smaller 
hills and ridges. There were four major ponds and numerous wetlands in the study area 
that provided fruit from various shrubs including blueberry (Vaccinium spp.), huckleberry 
(Vaccinium spp.), mountain holly (Hex montana), winterberry (Hex decidua), nannyberry 
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(Viburnum lentago) , and dogwood (Cornus spp.).  Logging throughout the area set back 
succession creating openings (DeGraaf et al. 1992) with raspberry (Rubus spp.), 
blackberry (Rubus spp.) and the decaying wood and sunlight that increased production of 
ants (Formicidae), wasps (Vespidae) and grubs (Coleoptera). 
 
Methods 
This was a long-term study beginning in 1993 when I began studying the behavior 
of orphaned black bear cubs. Research animals were the very young cubs that came to me 
with no experience with their natural mother outside the winter den; ages 7-12 weeks. I 
bottle fed the cubs and they were dependent on me.  To give them experience in their 
natural environment and to expose them to wild bears I walked them untethered in the 
forest several times a week and documented their behavior (Kilham and Gray, 2002, and 
Kilham, 2013). Other researchers used similar methods (Fredriksson, 2005). The result of 
this method was one bear SQ, who was, in 2014, 18 years old and raising her ninth litter 
of cubs in the wild. This study focused on her family and the unrelated bears with which 
they interacted. 
In the second phase of the study I fitted SQ and a second bear, Yoda, with a VHF 
collar with a buckle that could be taken on and off without sedating them (Kilham and 
Gray, 2002, and Kilham, 2013). Yoda, who was raised from a nine-week old cub, lived 
for five years 11 months in the wild and raised one litter of cubs. I would home in on 
their signals and spend up to five hours at a time with them. I observed social interactions 
with other bears, but I could not always identify the other bears. I would call out as I 
approached the bears when I knew how close I was using the gain on my telemetry 
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receiver.  I would give the bears a small food reward as a payment for their time, then 
walk with them as they foraged, scent marked and tracked other bears. Further details are 
described in Kilham and Gray (2002) and Kilham (2013) and are similar to methods used 
by Rogers (1990), DeBryun (1999), Stringham (2002), and Fredriksson (2005). 
The third phase, centered on a provisioning site (Figure 4.1), which began in 2004 
and was fully effective by 2007. Here I observed and documented social interactions 
from 2007 until 2014. The provisioning site was protected on private property 
approximately 2 km from the nearest road and 1 km from the nearest human residence. I 
would drive to the site in the evening and provide corn (approximately 1.5-2.5 kg/bear) 
that was available to any bear that came there. The provisioning site was organized so 
that I could observe bears from my truck. I distributed a limited amount of corn (22 kg -
34 kg daily or 50 to 75 pounds) in 5 to 15 different piles, 3 - 40 m from the truck and 5- 
60 m apart. The goal was to get bears to come while I was there to observe them, not to 
make them dependent on the food provided. I distributed the food so as to minimize 
competition. I made observations most evenings from May 1 to November 1 for periods 
averaging 1.5 h per evening. I used an interaction intensity scale to rate the interactions 
(Table 0.1). I recorded many, but not all, behavioral interactions with a video camera. 
Provisioning areas or other concentrated food sources like salmon rivers or garbage 
dumps have been used for the study of bears (Herrero, 1983), and (Craighead, 1995), 
dolphins (Mann and Smuts,1999) and chimpanzees (Goodall, 1986), (Wilson and 
Wrangham 2003). 
I identified bears using facial markings, body shapes, behavior, scars, tears-in 
ears, white-chest patches, ear tags and radio collars (Herrero, 1983), and (Stonorov and 
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Stokes, 1972).  Pedigree was determined using personal knowledge of cubs and mothers 
from birth and micro-satellite DNA using eleven polymorphic markers (Coster and 
Kovach, 2010 unpublished report). 
Ear tags were placed on bears that were rehabilitated and released, and bears that 
were captured during efforts to collar select female bears with telemetry or GPS (global 
positioning satellite) collars. The ear tags provided mortality data on the animals tagged. 
The telemetry and GPS collars provided home range and behavioral data for other aspects 
of my research that I am not presenting here. Advanced Telemetry Solutions very high 
frequency (VHF) telemetry collars were used for ground tracking bears in this study with 
no collar failures. GPS collars used in the study were purchased from Telemetry 
Solutions and Lotek. Lotek models 7000MA and Global Star Track M. Telemetry 
Solutions collars worked well as a store-on-board unit. Their remote download only 
worked with visual contact with the bear and was not useful under most field conditions. 
The biggest failure with the collar was work hardening and breakage of un-potted solid 
copper wire connections to VHF antennas. Without VHF signals I was unable to locate 
dens and had to recapture bears. Lotek 7000MU collars with external antennas failed to 
communicate with satellites when cubs or mates removed antennas. Collars with internal 
antennas worked well. I experienced a 20 percent failure rate with the 7000mu collar. I 
experienced a 30 percent failure rate with Lotek GlobalStar Tract M collars. The loss of 
the VHF signal in these collars was unacceptable. Black bears are only accessible in their 
winter dens, and the loss of a VHF signal negates that chance. The VHF technology is 
reliable and inexpensive, independent or redundant VHF systems should solve the 
problem.  
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New Hampshire Fish & Game Department provided Scientific Research and 
Rehabilitation permits as well as the cubs for research, rehabilitation and release.  
Statistical Analysis 
 A t-test was performed using a two-tailed test and assumed unequal variances. 
Microsoft Excel was used to make the calculations. I accepted P< 0.05 as a statistically 
significant difference. 
 
Results 
 Between 1993 and 2015 we (Kilham Black Bear Rehabilitation Center) 
rehabilitated and released to the wild 130 black bear cubs.  Of those cubs, 56 were ear 
tagged, 11 received GPS collars as part of a graduate study (Smith, 2012), and 40 
received telemetry or GPS collars and were monitored as a part of this study. One of the 
cubs, SQ, was 19 years old in 2015, raised 9 litters of cubs and was a central focus of this 
study. My provisioning site was in the core of SQ‘s home range. She controlled access to 
the provisioning site while she was present. She shared her resources with related females 
in a matri-linear hierarchy (Chapter 3) and with a number of unrelated females from a 
neighboring clan of related females. 
 I raised SQ from a 1.8 kg, seven-week old cub and had a relationship with her that 
was different from any that I had with wild born bears. Because I raised her, she always 
treated me like another bear and was not intimidated by my presence. This gave me 
insights into her behavior and cognition that would otherwise be inaccessible due to a 
level of intimidation that my presence had on wild born bears. This relationship was the 
same for all of the bottle-fed cubs in my study, but SQ was a good example as she was 
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the longest lived bear in the study.  SQ benefitted from me as I provided food; in return I 
gained her time for my observations.  In addition, on one occasion she defended me from 
one of her mates three times as he made aggressive movements toward me. 
I recorded 4,399 interaction days between related and unrelated black bears in my 
provisioning site between 2007 and 2014. During that time there were 1,094 interactions 
among resident female family members and unrelated females (Table 0.2). There were 
more intense interactions between resident family members than between resident bears 
and unrelated bears. Among family members there were 0.33 interactions/day and 
between family members and unrelated animals there were 0.18 interactions/day. The 
intensity of interactions among family members was 1.7 and the intensity of interactions 
between family members and unrelated bears was 1.2 (Table 0.3). There was low 
aggression between resident family members and unrelated bears that came from outside 
the area. For example, SQ had a relationship with an unrelated bear, Moose, beginning in 
1998 when SQ was a cub and Moose was an adult. By 2007 they had a stable relationship 
and between 2007 and 2012 they had 0.07 interactions/day with an intensity of 1.5 and 
few class 3 interactions (Table 0.4). SQ also had few interactions (0.05/day) at a slightly 
higher intensity (1.6) with Moose’s granddaughter SN2. In contrast, SQ had 0.60 
interactions/day with an intensity of 1.8 with her own daughter SQ2 (Table 0.4). 
The matriarch SQ allowed some, but not all non-resident bears to enter the study 
site and surrounding area of her home range. Of the 5,909 observations of bears at the 
provisioning site between 2007 and 2014, 4,045 were female family members, 607 were 
male family members (mostly yearlings), 739 were non-family females and 672 were 
relatives of Moose (Figure 4.2). One hundred and forty three of the 246 individual bears 
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that visited the provisioning site were non-family males that accounted for only 518 
observations (Figure 4.3).  
SQ and her relatives had home ranges that overlapped (Figure 4.4). In 2013, SQ 
held a central home range and her daughter, SQ2, granddaughter, Josie, (the daughter of 
SQ2 adopted by SQ), granddaughter Two (daughter of Snowy, SQ’s first daughter) and 
SN2 an unrelated granddaughter of Moose had adjacent and overlapping home ranges. 
Unrelated bears, Three, Cora, Pout, Townie and Tyler had home ranges that were nearby 
but did not enter the provisioning site. Unrelated SN2, Moose’s granddaughter, regularly 
was allowed into the provisioning site by SQ and Cora came to the study site only in 
2008, although she was nearby in 2011.  
Moose had originally allowed SQ to reside in her home range and establish her 
family group when SQ was released into the wild. The density of bears was much less at 
that time. Moose also allowed Snowy to occupy a part of her home range. Snowy’s 
daughter, Two, took over her home range when Snowy was killed. There was >50 
percent overlap between the home ranges of Two and SN2 (Figure 4.4). Later, SQ 
allowed SN2 and other relatives of Moose to share the resources at the study site. SQ and 
her relatives’ home ranges encompassed primarily oak stands and Moose’s relatives’ 
home ranges encompassed primarily beech stands. More of Moose’s relatives came to the 
study site in years when there was limited beechnut production in their home ranges and 
good acorn crops in SQ’s and her relative’s home ranges.  
Directed altruism occurred among related and unrelated bears. During the course 
of this study I observed directed altruism eight times, three times between relatives and 
five times between non-relatives.  The first example was when Moose accepted SQ and 
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traveled with her and her two siblings after their release. One time I approached the two 
siblings and they did not recognize my scent because the wind was blowing towards me. 
They ran up a large maple tree, huffed and chomped their jaws and gave out an 
undulating moan (Chapter 2). Moose came from 100 m away, looked up from the base of 
the tree, and then false charged me. She went back in the direction from which she came, 
but when the cubs moaned again she rushed back and defended them. She did this a third 
time before the cubs caught my scent and gave a moan of recognition. Then she walked 
to a knoll and sat down where she watched me with the cubs. 
Three instances involved rehabilitated cubs going back to other cubs that were 
stranded on ledges or limbs and leading them back to safety.  In one case a wild female 
with a cub of her own responded to a dire distress call of another unrelated female’s cub.  
In the other three cases, SQ exercised a third party intervention on behalf of a subordinate 
bear that was being punished by another bear, twice with relatives and once with a non-
relative.  
 An instance of an adoption demonstrated that the bears could make a social 
contract and enforce it for an extended period of time. In 2010 SQ2 had three cubs and 
SQ had one cub. The two male cubs dominated the nipples of SQ2 and the female cub, 
Josie, was smaller and weakening. One night SQ2 was at the provisioning site and acted 
in distress. That night she abandoned Josie up a tree, and SQ adopted her. The next day 
SQ was nursing Josie and later when Josie got too close to SQ2 on two occasions the 
latter false charged her and sent her back to SQ. SQ appeared to favor Josie more than her 
male cub and her previous natural born female cubs. Josie became the number two bear 
in the family hierarchy after SQ2’s death. 
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Since I established the provisioning site in 2004, it was Moose and her female 
relatives that SQ allowed to share the limited surplus at the provisioning site (Table 0.4). 
Male bears at the site peaked before, during and just after the mating season (May-July). 
The female bears, both of SQ’s and Moose’s clans, cooperated in chasing males from the 
site (Figure 4.5). 
Trivers (1971) states that the strongest support for the operation of reciprocal 
altruism in humans is the psychological system controlling some forms of human 
altruism. Many of these also existed in black bears: 1. A complex regulating system to 
detect cheaters. The black bears judicial system was far more effective than that of 
humans, wherever a bear traveled it left a scent trail that another bear could follow for 48 
hours or more (Chapter 2). I observed the cubs that I walked following other bear scent 
(n= 62). So there was transparency about where a bear had been and what it had been 
doing. The black bears matri-linear hierarchy was managed with individual rules and 
expectations of behavior (Chapter 3). If one bear broke another bear’s rules, it was chased 
with the intent to punish (Chapter 3). Bears bite to punish, but that rarely occurred as 
subordinate bears were lighter, faster and could refuge out on a limb. I observed bears 
doing that >100 times. 2. Friendship and the emotions of liking and disliking: food 
sharing occurred between siblings (n = >25), sub-adult males (n = >50), adult males and 
females during the breeding season (n = 16), males and females outside the mating 
season (n = 39), and between sub-adult females (n = 6). I also observed bears traveling 
together in these pair relationships. 3. Moralistic aggression: black bears had explosive 
responses to situations they saw as wrong (n = 10). For example, in one of the three third 
party responses when SQ intervened in interactions between other bears, SQ2 chased 
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SQ’s daughter Demi up a tree and threw her out from 10 m up, then came down and 
chased her off, SQ responded by chasing SQ2 to exact punishment. 4. Gratitude: SQ 
shared her resources with Moose and her clan after Moose’s kindness when she was a 
cub, and SQ defended me from her mate three times as seen in a National Geographic 
video (National Geographic, 2004). 5. Guilt or reparative altruism: on several occasions 
(n = 5) SQ showed moralistic aggression and bit me for breaking her rules, usually for 
interfering with her social interactions while trying to document them. After the bite she 
would follow me around making what I called the moan of reconciliation, trying to repair 
the damage to our relationship. 6. Subtle cheating; sub-adult females chased by adult 
females until they understood rank and rules. Bears that were chased, both males and 
females returned to the provisioning site 242 out of 245 times in 2014 (Chapter 3). 
Yearling and sub-adult males were chased by females (n=136) into dispersal or out of 
female home ranges, but they were persistent about returning.  Sub-adult males followed 
breeding males around during mating season mentoring from them (n=>25). 7. Sanction 
of subtle cheating: trustworthiness, trust and suspicion, were evident in the black bears. 
My relationship with SQ for 19 years was based on trust, she did not trust humans in 
general and females with cubs did not trust male bears. 8. Setting up altruistic 
partnerships: black bears regularly shared food, I observed male-male (n = >50), female-
male outside of mating season (n = 39), sibling-sibling (n = >25) and sub-adult female- 
sub-adult female friendships or coalitions (n = 6) that facilitated acquisition of food and 
allowed bears to use adult female home ranges. 9. Multiparty interactions that include: 
learning from others, help in dealing with cheaters, generalized altruism, and rules of 
exchange: rehabilitated cubs that were left for as little as a week interacting with wild 
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bears returned exhibiting new behavior and skills (n = 3), like nest building. Related and 
unrelated females cooperated in chasing males from female home ranges (n = 136) 
(Figure 4.5). SQ allowed an unrelated female and her cub to share her limited surplus at 
the provisioning site until the day before she denned, when she treed the sow and cub, 
then marked below the tree she was up, letting them know whose food they were eating 
and walking off allowing them to come back down and feed. 10. Developmental 
plasticity- black bears routinely were able to adapt to new situations like tolerating 
humans in order to access high quality anthropogenic foods. 
 
Discussion 
 Reciprocal altruism occurred in American black bears and may exist in other 
species of bears. In this study resident female bears allowed unrelated females from a 
neighboring clan to share limited surplus resources. Not only did they allow the female 
members of the neighboring clan access to their resources, they showed less aggression 
toward the unrelated females than their own relatives (Table 0.1).  This type of social 
behavior has not been documented in any other non-human animal (Clutten-Brock, 1995, 
Andre, 2014), but does exist in humans (Trivers, 1971, Fehr and Gächter, 2002). 
 My data supported my hypothesis that reciprocal altruism existed among adult 
female black bears. In 1998 I released a rehabilitated black bear yearling, SQ, into a 
population of unrelated black bears. She established a home range and expanded it using 
daughters to hold the expanded areas. Her daughters did the same; ultimately she 
controlled a greater home range with a matri-linear hierarchy (Chapter 3) She developed 
a cooperative and stable relationship with the neighboring clan of unrelated females to 
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the East of her home range. In April of 1998, when SQ and her siblings were 14 months 
old, a female bear I later named Moose who had no cubs that year allowed SQ and her 
siblings to travel and feed with her. She false charged me in defense of SQ’s siblings. 
When Moose was captured to become part of my study I found that she was 13 years 
SQ’s senior (New Hampshire Fish and Game Department age data) and the matriarch of 
the neighboring clan. It was Moose and her female relatives (Kovach and Coster, 2010 
unpublished report) SQ allowed to feed on the limited surplus resources I placed at my 
provisioning site. 
 SQ’s greater home range was primarily red oak and Moose’s greater home range 
was primarily beech. In beechnut years Moose and her clan would stay in their home 
ranges, in years without beechnuts they would feed on oak in SQ’s greater home range 
and at the provisioning site. Moose allowed SQ’s first daughter Snowy to establish a 
home range in her territory. After Snowy’s death in 2007, her daughter Two took over 
her home range and in 2015 had an overlapping home range with Moose’s adult 
granddaughter SN2 (Figure 4.4). SQ allowed Moose and her female relatives that to share 
the limited surplus at the provisioning site (Figure 4.3). Male bears at the site peaked 
before, during and just after the mating season (May-July) and the female bears, both of 
SQ’s and Moose’s clans, cooperated in chasing males from the site, except for breeding 
males and male friends (Figure 4.5). 
 SQ and her clan shared the limited surplus resources at the provisioning site with 
female members of Moose’s clan and showed less aggression toward them (0.18 
interactions/day) than toward family members (0.33 interactions per day) out of 1,094 
interactions observed in a recorded 4,399 interaction days (Table 0.2). The intensity of 
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interactions between family members was 1.7 and the intensity between family members 
and non-family members was 1.2 (Table 0.3).  
 SQ showed much less aggression toward the adult non-family members Moose 
and her granddaughter SN2 than her adult daughter SQ2. By 2007 a stable relationship 
had developed between SQ and Moose between 2007 and 2012 they had 0.07 interactions 
per day with intensity of 1.5 and only one Level 3 interaction (Table 0.4). She also had a 
stable relationship with SN2, Moose’s granddaughter with fewer aggressive interactions 
(0.05 per day) and a slightly higher intensity (1.6). In contrast, SQ had 0.60 
interactions/day with an intensity of 1.8 with her own daughter SQ2. 
 The fact that SQ allowed unrelated females at the provisionary site and did not 
treat them as enemies suggested that they were valuable to her and were cooperators. The 
data indicating that SQ treated her family members with more aggression than the 
unrelated individuals has parallels in human behavior. It is common knowledge that as 
humans we are more critical of and have more heated exchanges with our closest family 
members. We do this because our closest family members are our closest cooperators and 
communication with them is very important. We can carry out emotional exchanges 
because we can reconcile with close family members. We would not have the same type 
of exchange with a stranger because reconciliation with a stranger is much more difficult. 
In human society strangers are also cooperators and may be instrumental in our survival. 
 The observations at the provisioning site between 2007 and 2014 showed that SQ 
willingly shared her resources with family members and members of the unrelated 
relatives of Moose.  The high numbers of unrelated males included males that were 
attracted to the females during the breeding season. The low number of overall 
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observations suggested that males were unwelcome in female home ranges outside the 
breeding season. 
 The higher overall interactions per day between family and non-family members 
reflected younger females learning their place in the bear society, with repeated 
interactions leading to long-term stable relationships. The process that I observed at the 
provisioning site led to social norms that allowed bears to travel to concentrated food 
sources outside their core home ranges when food was scare (Noyce and Garshelis, 2014) 
and minimize energy loss due to aggression. 
 Trivers (1971) lists the parameters that affect the possibility of reciprocal altruism 
of evolving in a species: a long life that increases the chances that two individuals will 
encounter many altruistic situations. Black bears are long-lived animals, living up to 23 
years or more in captivity and in the wild (MacDonald, 2006). Low dispersal rates 
enabled daughters help mothers expand home ranges (Rogers, 1987). Because of a degree 
of mutual dependence, female core home ranges are evenly distributed on the land scape 
(Rogers, 1987) while their food supply is unevenly distributed, available in patches and 
affected by the weather and seasonal and annual differences (Noyce and Coy, 1990).  At 
any given time one female may have a surplus in her home range and her immediate 
neighbor a shortage; as time changes the reverse may be true. Trivers (1971) stresses the 
importance of a time lag, which in the case of the black bear may be a year or more as 
surplus and shortages of mast shift. Another condition was that the cost associated with 
helping was small relative to the benefit obtained by the recipient. Black bears shared 
surplus resources at little cost to themselves while the benefit to a neighbor who was 
suffering shortages in its home range benefit was very high. That the initial act of helping 
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was contingent upon receiving help in the future was illustrated in the example of SQ 
allowing an unrelated female and her cub to share her limited surplus at the provisioning 
site and then treeing the other bears such that they knew whose food they were eating.   
 Clutton-Brock (2009) argued that examples of reciprocal altruism were rare and 
many of the examples could be explained by intra-specific mutualism. In the case of 
black bears reciprocity takes place between female family members and between female 
family members and female non-family members, which cannot be explained by intra-
specific mutualism. 
  Smith (2003) and Stevens and Hauser (2004) argued that reciprocal altruism had 
not been found in any non-human species because they lacked some form of language 
and other related psychological capacities to establish intentions and expectations of both 
parties regarding the timing and nature of such exchanges. Clutton-Brock (2009) finished 
his review by stating that non-human animals lacked the ability to make specific 
agreements about future events, thus limiting them to strategies that generate immediate 
benefits to their inclusive fitness. The adoption of  granddaughter Josie by SQ and 
subsequent enforcement of the adoption by SQ2 over a period of a year suggests that 
black bears are able to make complex contracts about future events and enforce them. 
The events surrounding the adoption suggested higher cognitive functions of empathy 
and Theory of Mind (ToM).  
Kin-selection (Hamilton, 1964) was rejected because female bears prefer 
daughters to sons (Chapter 3.) In the example of SQ’s adoption of Josie who had 0.25 of 
SQ’s genes, SQ treated her better than some of her own daughters. By 2015 Josie became 
the number two ranking bear in SQ’s family hierarchy. In 2009 SQ abandoned a six-
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month old single male cub with 0.50 of her genes to breed again. Trivers (1971) states 
that discrimination against non-reciprocal individuals cannot be explained on the basis of 
kin-selection, in which the advantage accruing to close relatives is what makes the 
altruistic behavior selectively advantageous, not its chance of being reciprocated. SQ 
maintained a family hierarchy by managing the behavior of those who shared her greater 
home range. Within the family hierarchy the amount of aggression toward particular 
individuals was variable (Chapter 3) and was not based of the degree of genetic 
relatedness. 
My data suggested that reciprocal altruism with the supporting behaviors (Trivers, 
1971) existed among female black bears and may exist in other species of bears including 
the Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca). Bears are the largest brained carnivores 
(Gittleman, 1986), but have a small brain compared to modern humans. These data 
suggest that bears may be a good model for early hominid evolution and also suggest that 
reciprocal altruism could have evolved in human history much earlier than previously 
thought. 
The scientific community has concentrated research on primates, our closest 
relatives, overlooking bears that live in environments that meet the environmental 
conditions that lead to extra-familial sharing: female territories evenly dispersed on the 
landscape and unpredictable food supplies that are prone to great surpluses and severe 
shortages due to annual and seasonal changes and the effects of weather (droughts and 
frosts), and that are generally available in patches that are unevenly dispersed on the 
landscape. My data suggest that bears would like to control their resources and have 
family units living inside defined territories, but due to these circumstances are unable to 
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and are forced by these conditions into sharing relationships with family and non-family 
members.  
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Tables 
 
Table 0.1. Behaviors and interactions observed among bears at a study site in New 
Hampshire. Interactions increase in intensity from level 1 to 3. 
 
Behavior or     Description 
Interaction            
 
Level 1 
 
Bump    Subordinate leaves food on sight of   
    dominant bear. 
Taking food from subordinate  Dominant walks toward subordinate to take  
    food. 
False Charge    A quick lunge, double paw swat on ground  
    while expelling load blast of air. Can be  
    offensive or defensive. 
 
Level 2 
 
Hunting    Dominant bear hunts down or tracks   
    subordinate to  chase. 
Chase    Dominant bear chases subordinate on short  
    (<50 meters) or long ( > 50 meters) chases. 
Treeing    Subordinate bear climbs tree to escape  
    dominant. 
 
Level 3 
 
Chase up tree    Dominant bear climbs tree after subordinate. 
Huh, Huh, Huh                                                A reverberation of air in the chest and throat 
    that always has a negative connotation. 
Face-to-face encounter   Dominant and subordinate face off   
    sometimes exchanging swats and usually  
    “Huh, Huh, Huh” vocalizations. 
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Table 0.2. Interactions between related-related, related-unrelated, and unrelated-unrelated 
female black bears at study site in New Hampshire 
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Table 0.3. Intensity of interactions between family member and non-family member 
black bears at the study site in New Hampshire. 
 
Year Within Family Between Non-family  Comments 
 
2007  1.7   1.3 
 
2008  1.7   0    beechnut year 
 
2009  1.7   1.4  
 
2010  1.4   1.3 
 
2011  1.6   1.4    beechnut year 
 
2012  1.5   1.2 
 
2013  1.9   1.4    beechnut year 
 
2014  2.3   1.3 
 
Average 1.73   1.16 
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Table 0.4. Interactions between SQ and related and unrelated female black bears at 
provisioning site near Lyme, New Hampshire. 
 
SQ versus - Moose unrelated matriarch 
Year Interaction days Interactions 
    Intensity levels 1 2 3 Comments 
2007  4     0 1 0 
2008  0     0 0 0 beechnuts 
2009  26     2 0 0 
2010  35     2 0 1 
2011  2     0 0 0 beechnuts 
2012  69     1 1 0 
2013 Moose died during winter. 
 
SQ versus SN2 - unrelated granddaughter of Moose 
2007  1     0 0 0 
2008  0     0 0 0 beechnuts 
2009  8     0 0 0 
2010  22     0 0 0 
2011  2     0 0 0 beechnuts 
2012  43     2 0 1 
2013  9     1 3 0 beechnuts 
2014  60     1 0 0 
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SQ versus SQ2 – related daughter  
2007   24     4         13 3 
2008  30     0  3 0 beechnuts 
2009  38                11         22 2 
2010  55                21  6 2 
2011  34     8          18 2            beechnuts 
2012  54     6  6 1 
2013  21                 16        11  beechnuts 
2014 SQ2 killed in 2013 hunting season 
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Figures 
 
 
         
 
 
Figure 4.1. Provisioning site map near Lyme, New Hampshire showing observation truck 
location, food locations and scale. 
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Figure 4.2. Number of visits by bears of each category to the provisioning site near 
Lyme, New Hampshire between 2007 and 2014. 
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Figure 4.3. Number of individual bears in each category visiting the provisioning site 
near Lyme, New Hampshire between 2007 and 2014. 
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Figure 4.4. Overlapping home ranges of bears between family members of SQ and 
unrelated female SN2 in 2013 near Lyme, New Hampshire. 
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Figure 4.5. Chasing of non-family male bears by SQ Clan (n=122) and Moose Clan 
(n=14) near Lyme New Hampshire between 2007 and 2014. 
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